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Between 1915 and 1918, the Canadian governrnent initiated and maintaineci a 

extensive surveillance of the Chinese population of Canada. The k t  two years of the 

surveillance targeted Chinese politicai factions and representatives of the Chinese 

govemment in Canada, and was extended in 1917 io encompass the domestic mail and 

telegraphic correspondence of al1 Chinese in Canada. By the autumn of 1917, Canadian 

surveillance authorities viewed the country's entire Chiese population with suspicion as 

pro-German and potentiaily subversive. This suspicion culrninated in the September 

1918 ban of the Chinese Nationalist League, one of the largest Chinese political 

organizations in Canada. 

The goal of this thesis is to analyze the surveillance of the Chinese during the 

Great War in order to examine the process by which the Canadian govemment came to 

view the country's Chinese population as a threat to Canadian and imperiai security. It 

examines the surveillance in the contexts of British Imperia1 security, Chinese diaspora 

politics, and racism in Canada, and through this analysis, seeks to challenge the 

perception (suggested by some scholars) that the Great War was a period relatively fiee of 

anti-Chinese discrimination in Canada. It contends that a comprehensive analysis of the 

Chinese experience in Canada prior to 1923 must go beyond conceptual models that link 

public anti-Asian agitation with governmental discrimination. The Great Wac represents 

a unique period in the history of discrimination agaiast the Chinese in Canada in that the 

measures taken by the Canadian govenunent were based on a perceiveci threat to national 

and imperid çecurity, rather than as a result of popular pressure. 



This thesis draws much of its source material fiom the records of the federai 

goverment, especially those of the Governor General's OEce, the Office of the Chief 

Press Censor, and the Borden Papers. It also incorporates relevant English-language 

literature regarding the history of the Chinese in Canada, overseas Chinese politics, 

Republican Chinese history and Canadian Great W;u eihnic policy. It also seeks to 

incorporate, wherever possible, translations of Chinese-language primary sources, such as 

the records orthe Chinese consul for Vancouver and contemporary Chinese newspapers. 
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Note on Romrnizalion 

This thesis uses the pinyin system for romanking Chinese personal and place 

names, with the following exceptions: 

1. Sun Yat-sen, Peking and Canton. These are retained in their older form, 

as they are widely familiar to readers in this fom. Unless otherwise 

specified, 'Canton' refers to the city of Guangzhou rather than the 

province of Guangdong. 

2. Names appearing in Canadian government correspondence. In some 

cases, such as intercepteci Chinese correspondence, Chinese narnes 

appear with a variety of différent spelhgs, or spellings that are in 

al1 likelihood phonetic rather than based on any coherent system of 

romanization (the trial records for Chinese Nationalist League Director 

of Party Affairs Zhen Shuyan, for example, give seven aliases, some of 

which are simply different spellings of his name). In such cases, 1 have 

not attempted to standardize the romankation of the names, but have 

rather retained the version of their name that appears in the archivai 

record. 

In ail other cases 1 have used the pinyin system. 
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Introduction 

The history of the Chinese in Canada in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries is a history of discrimination. Recniited as a source of cheap labour to build the 

Canadian Pacific Railway, the Chinese were almost universally rejected by White 

Canadians as undesirable permanent residents. A series of anti-Chinese organizations, 

beginning in 1878 with the Workingman's Protection Association, pressured federal and 

provincial govenunents to cestrict Chinese immigration and limit the rights of Chinese 

already in the country.' By 1914, the White majority had efféctively marginalized the 

Chinese population of canada' 

Public agitation against the presence of the Chinese ceased with the outbreak of 

the Great War. As Patricia Roy States in ber examination of racism in British Columbia, 

"the attention of British Columbians turned away from the Orient" in August 1914, with 

the result that "anti-Asian agitation was largely set aside for the duration" of the codlict.) 

' W. Peter Ward, White Canada Forever: P d a r  Attitudes and Public Policv Toward Orientais in 
British Columbia (Montreal-Kingston 1978), 33-34. #er anti-Chmese organizations founded in the pre- 
War era included the Anti-Cbinese Association [1879), the Anti-ChiPese Union (1885), the Anti-Chinese 
League (1892)' the Anti-Mongolian Association (t896) a d  the Asiatic Exclusion League (1907). See also 
Patricia Roy, A White Man's Province: British Columbia Politicians and Chinese and Javanese Immimts, 
1858-1914 (Vancouver 1989), 60,68,93 and 190. 

' Between 1871 and 1914. British Columbia passed fiken pieces of legislation which denied the 
Chinese the h c h i s e  and the nght Co hold public office. in addiàon, the federal government passed 
legislalion after the completion of the CPR to discourage fiiriher C h  immigration to Canada. a $50 
Head Tax was imposed on new Chinese inmUinmugraMs in 1885, which was taiFed to $100 in 1900 and again to 
$500 in 1903. See Peter Li, The Chinese in Canada (Toronto 1998), 28-34, and Timothy J. Stanley, 
"Schooling, White Suprernacy, and the Foundation of a C h e s e  Merchant Public in British Columbia" in 
Making Western Canada: Essavs on Empcan Colonizatïoa and Settlement, ed. Catherine Cavanaugh and 
Jeremy Mouat (Toronto 1996), 219. 

Roy, A White Man's Province, 265. Ward makes a smiitar observation iu his study of racism in 
British Columbia when he notes that "anti-orientalism was d o m  in British Columbian in the early years 



This development was the result of a substantial decrease in Chinese immigration to 

Canada between 1914 and 1918. With many Chinese retumîng home and few entering 

Canada, Chief of M g r a t i o n  William Duncan Scott was able to report with approval in 

1917 that "since the outbreak of War, [Canada's] Chinese population has appreciably 

diminished.'' 

While public anti-Asian protest was absent h m  the years of the Great War, the 

Chinese in Canada did not enjoy a reprieve fiom discrimination. The legal and 

constitutional measures enacted prier to 1914 remained in place and denied the Chinese 

basic legal and civil rights. The Chinese were also subjected to a comprehensive 

governrnent surveillance, censorship, and legal prosecution on the basis of political 

filiation. The surveillance was iuitiated at the request of British hnperial authorities in 

August 1915 and was extended in stages until it encompassed the domestic mail and 

telegraphic corcespondence of the entire Chinese population of Canada. By 19 18, most 

Canadian surveillance authorities viewed the Chinese in Canada as pro-German, 

dangerous and potentially subversive. 

The surveillance of the Chinese in Canada during the Great War is the topic of 

this thesis. The Borden administration did not view the Chinese as a threat to Canadian 

security at the outset of the War, as evidenced by the fact that Canada's Chinese were not 

targeted by the measures enacted by the Borden Administration to counter the perceived 

of the Great War, and that "organized pmtest [was] largely absent" h m  this pefiod (Ward, White Canada 
Forever, 123.) 

' National Archives of Canada (hereafter NAC), RG 76, Vol. 121, Fie 23635, Part 3: Wiuiam 
Duacan Scott to the Trades and Labour Cound, 1917 (exact date unirnom). 



b a t  of subversive alien By 1918. howeva, distrust of the Cbinese was 

substantial and the Canadian governmmt responded to a murder in Victoria's Chinatowu 

in September by banning the Chinese Nationalist League, one of the largest Chinese 

political organizations in Canada. The ban represented the culmination of the suspicion 

and distrust of the Chinese that had built up over the course of the surveillance: in îhe 

view of Canadian authorities, the Chinese had evolved from an unwanted but benign 

presence in 1914 to a subversive alien presence by War's end. 

Methodology and Sources 

To analyze the surveillance of the Chinese in Canada, my approach is both 

chronological and thematic. It is chronological in that it follows a linear progression of 

events over a five year period that acted as catalysts in the evolution of the sumeillance. 

It is thematic, however, in that the focus of my analysis is on the forces behind these 

events, and how they worked in concert to initiate, sustain, and eventually escalate the 

surveillance. This thesis contends that three primary forces shaped the surveillance from 

1915 to 19 18: British Imperia1 security, overseas Chinese politics, and racism in Canada. 

The surveillance was initiated as a result of the British govemment's concern that 

certain Chinese in Canada were spying for the Centrai Powers and aiding hdian 

The main target of the Borden administration with regard to immigrant populations was the 
counay's large population of 'enemy nationals'. Borden ordered d l  expatriates of the Central Powea to 
register with Canadian authorities in October 1914, and as a result, nearly 8600 individuals were mtemed 
(2009 Genrians, 5954 Austro-Hungarians, 205 Turks, 99 Bulgatians and 3 12 listed as miscelianeous.) The 
Chinese were subjected to sec11nty rneasurcs eaafted agakt immigrants h m  al1 neutriil countries, such as 
niaü censotship, but were not spedcaiiy targeted as a &ty ri& m the 6 ~ ~ t  mnths of the Great War. 
See Dooald Avery, 'Danaem Foreimers:' Eurotean immimt Workers and Labour Radicalism in 
Caaada. 1896-1932 (Tomnto I979), 66, and Greg KeaIey, "State Repression and the Left in Canada, 1914- 
1920: The Impact of the F i i  World War," Cànadh Hkroncai R&ew 733 (1982), 28693. 



revolutionaries based in North America. British imperial concems remaineci an element 

of the surveillance throughout the War, but the alleged threat posed by the Chinese 

intensifid as a result of increased political tension in Canada's Chinese cornmunities. 

This tension escalated into open violence in October 1916, and the resulting riot in 

Victoria's Chinatom raised the possibility in the minds of Canadian authorities that the 

Chinese in Canada represented a potential threat to order and security in Canada. This 

concem was heightened in the summer of 1917 as Canada became involved in plans to 

ship thousands of Chinese labourers h m  China to France, and peaked in September 

1918 when Tang Hualong, a visiting Chinese govemment rninister, was assassinateci in 

Victoria's Chinatom. Racist stereotypes about innate Chinese deceit and treachery, 

which had sustained the surveillance of the Chinese thmughout the War, infonned the 

manner in which Canadian authorities investigated the crime. Despite a lack of clear 

evidence, investigators concluded that the assassination had been planned and canied out 

by the Chinese Nationalist League (CNL). The result was Order in Council PC 2384, 

passed on September 25, 1918, which suppressed the CNL and made membership in the 

organization a crime retroactive to the outset of the Great War. 

This thesis draws most of its primary source material h m  the records of the 

Candian federal govemment, especially the correspondence of the key figures within the 

Canadian intenial security network. Foremost among these individuals are Col. Ernest J. 

Chambers, the Chief Press Censor for Canada, whose responsibilities included authority 

over telegraphic surveillance; Malcolm Reid, the Dominion Immigration Inspecter for 

British Columbia, who coaducted most of the investigations into Chinese political 

organizations in Canada; and CH. Cahan, who was appointed by Prime Minister Borden 



in 1918 to investigate the threat to national secucity psed by Canada's immigrant 

popdations. To eflect the Chinese voice in this history, I have dm incorporated 

evidence in translation h m  Chinese sources, such as diplornatic memoranda, newspaper 

articles and editorials, and personal correspondence intercepted by Canadian surveiliance 

officiais, 

This thesis aiso incorporates existing historiography on the topic of ami-Chuiese 

racism and discrimination in Canada, and hopes to build on the excellent work of 

historians such as Peter Li, Peter Ward and Paûicia Roy. Li's The Chinese In Canada 

examines the history of Chinese in Canada on a national scale, but places primary focus 

on Western Canada in tbe pre-exclusion era, as the author wntends Chat the anti-Chinese 

movernent was "propelleci by ... structural forces related to the economic and political 

development of Western canada.'" His theoretical mode1 of "institutional racism" offers 

some promise to an examination of the surveillance of the Chinese during the Great War, 

as it considers the role of the federal govemment in sanctioning racism through legal and 

constitutional means, and also explores the arbitrary and superfjcial nature of race as a 

social construction? However, Li's extensive focus on Canada's need for "cheap casual 

labour" as the motivating factor behind the development of racism against the Chinese 

restricts the model's utility when applied to the period of the Great War, as the actions 

taken by the fderal govemment agabt the Chinese between 1914 and 1918 were rooted 

in international refations, imperhl security, and the perceiveci threat of alien populations 

T Ibid, 39. Scc a h  Petcr Li, "Race and Etùnicityl ui Race and Ethnic Relations in Canada, ed 
Peter Li (Tmnto 199û), 6-7. 



in Canada, and had little to do with Canada's need to secure a cornpliant immigrant 

labour force? Thus, though the Great War is within the tempord mandate of Li's book, 

he offers iittle comment on it, and no comment on the surveillance of the C h e s e  or the 

suppression of the Chinese Nationaiist League. 

Peter Ward examines the evolution of anti-Asian racism in British Columbia fiom 

the late nineteenth century to the Second World War, but like Li, Ward devotes no 

attention to the experience of the Chinese in Canada during the G ~ a t  War. The primary 

focus of Ward's analysis is on "popular racial attitudes and popular radicalist 

movements" with only a secondary focus on public policy and, as such, he shifts his focus 

h m  Sinophobia to agitation against East indians in 1914 with the arrivai of the 

Komagata  am? As a result, while his attempt to baiance racism and class intaests as 

causal factors in the nse of ah-ûrientalisrn in British Columbia provides an interesting 

conceptual mode1 for an examination of mass public attitudes, it is of limited utility when 

applied to the Chinese experience during the Great War. The surveillance of the Chinese 

was not the result of '~sychologicd tensions" cising ttom the pressures of a plural 

society, and was no< motivated by widespread public agitation.'' 

The work of Patricia Roy offérs a more comprehensive study of racism against the 

Chinese in British Columbia in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cenluries. While 

she acknowledges the significance of the psychological sources of racism explored by 

Li, The Chuiese in Canada, 38. 

9 Wa14 White Canada Foreveq nt Ward docs pass bnef comtnent on anti-chinese discrimination 
after 1918 with regard to the exclusion act, but does not comment at al1 on the Chinese m Canada m the 
years of the Great War. 



Ward, Roy argues that it is necessary to take into account "the economic and political 

circumstances of popuiar attitudes" as important foctors in the development of racism in 

British ~olumbia!' Roy argues that anti-Asian protest movements in British Columbia 

encompassed a '%de variety of concenis" that 'hnscended pacticuiar economic 

interests" and reflected a "province that was immature, uncertain of its future, and 

intemaily fragmented."'2 Furthmore, her work gives substantial attention to the impact 

of public agitation on policy at a provincial and, as British Colurnbian politicians 

deiivered the anti-Asian message to Ottawa, federal level. 

Roy's A White Man's Province has a provincial rather than national focus, and 

chooses 1914 as the end date for its analysis of racism against the Chinese. However, 

together the works of Roy and Ward offer a usehl starting point for a study of the 

surveillance of the Chinese in Canada during the Great War because they both explore the 

issue of the perceived racial gulf between Whites and Asians in the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries, including some of the stemtypes that nourished the suspicion 

of the Chinese during the surveillance. Ward begins his book with an outline of the 

historical sources of Western conceptions of the Chinese (such as missionary, merchant 

and diplornatic testirnoniais), and surveys the most common stereotyped images of 

Chinese in Canada (such as the crowded and unsanitary nature of the living conditions in 

Chinatowns and the moral vices of gamblin& prostitution and opium usage), dl of which 

reflected a Western perception of Chinese culture as decadent and in irreversible 

" Roy, A White Man's Provhce. vii. 

l2 Ibid. 26768. 



de~line.'~ Ward contends that these "convictions" were deeply ingrained in British 

Columbian society which in twn serveci to heighten the distinctiveness of the Chinese "as 

an element in provincial s~ciet~."~' Roy chmnicles a similar set of racial stereotypes 

held by White British Columbians about the Chinese which contributed to the perception 

that the Chinese lived in "a world of their own."15 Kay Anderson elahrates M e r  on 

this concept in her examination of Vancouver's Chinatown, noting that the European 

practice of measuring Western Civilization against its Chinese counterpart dates back to 

the thirteenth ~entury.'~ Anderson contends that the constructs of 'East' and 'West' were 

b l y  entrenched in opposition to each other by the nineteenth centucy, an opposition that 

was "actively sponsored and enforced" by successive governments.'7 This 

conceptualiion of the inherent "difference" of the Chinese fÎom European cultures 

persisted throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and "infonned the policies of 

powerful government institutions," with tangible consequences for the Chinese residents 

of  anc couver.'^ in Anderson's analysis, this intervention of the state, in the form of 

policies that marginalized the Chinese minority and ' ' ~mi (ed ]  the identity and privilege 

l3  Ward, White Cana& Forever, 4-7. 

" Peter Ward, Tlass and Race in the Social Structure of British Columbia, 1870-1939," BC 
Sttrdies 45 (Spring l98O), W. 

'* Roy, A White Man's Province, 13. 

l6 Kay Anderson, Vancouver's Chinatown: Racial Discourse in Canada. 1875-1980 (Montreal- 
Kingston 199 l), 95. 



of a white in-group," gave îhe concept of the Cbinese 'race' a "legitimacy that popular 

agitation could not alone have afYorded i ~ " ' ~  

While racisrn certainly played an important part in the surveillance of the Chinese 

in Canada, elevating racism to primary importance in an analysis of the Great War period 

at the expense of other factors, as Jeffiey Keshen does, is problernatic.20 The focus of 

Keshen's discussion of the surveillance of the Chinese is on Chief Press Censor 

Chambers, who he clairns was motivated by "racist preconceptions about proverbial 

Chinese &ceit and treachery.'"' He portrays Chambers as a single-minded racist that 

relentlessly pursued the country's Chinese for no other reason than the fact tbat ihey were 

Chinese, and makes no meaninfil mention of the surveillance prior to 1917. 

Keshen's approach clearly demonstrates the problems inherent in privileging 

racism at the main causal factor at the expense of other elements that shaped the 

lefiey Keshen, Provaganda and cens on hi^ During Canada's Great War (Edmonton l996), 
101-104. 

'' mid.. 103. Keshen leaves the possibility open that other factors existed, as he notes ihat 
Chambers' motivation derived "in part" from racism. However, he fails CO explore any factors other than 
race, and d e s  numerous errors in his research that undermines his discussion of the surveillance. He 
commcnts that the CNL was put under surveillance because of Sun Yat-sen's opposition to Peking's 1917 
declaration of war on Germany and makes no referme to the suspected connections between the CNL and 
indian insurrection (Keshen does comment briefly on the surveillance of Indian nationalists as weli, but 
draws no connection between lndian revolutionaries and the CNL). Furthet, he claims that the "Chinese 
Consul-general in Vancouver" was treated with suspicion for vouching for the character of a CNL member 
in 1917. This ern by overlooking the auegations of espionage levelled against the Chinese consul in 
Vancouver (rather than the consul-general, who was based in Ottawa) m August 1915, which was the 
uîtùaate source Tot the initiation of the surveillance. He also confuses the New Repu6lic newspaper based 
in Victoria with one in New York (either the Mun Hey WeeMy or the Chinese Republic News): he claims 
that Chambers "bombarded his superion with provocative quotes clipped h m  the pages of the already- 
banncd Nov Republic" which he identifies as "one of the Nationalist League's pmhibited American-based 
~ewsp~pers." (103-4) While there was a New York based publication that captured the attention of ihe 
Chief Press Ceosor in November 1915 for priating objectionable matter, the 'provocative quotes' cited as 
evidence of t6e CNL's complicity in the murder of Tang Hualong were ûom the New ReptbZic pubIisbed iu 
Victoria, which had not k e n  banned at îhe time of the assassination (see NAC, RG 6, E, VOL 86, File 2 4 6  
2: Chambers to the Editors of the New Republic, Nov. 12, 1915 and Reid to Chambers, Nov. 2, 1916: 
Report on the Mun Hey Weekiy, Nov. 2.1916). 



sweiilance. Put simply, if racism alone motivated the surveillance officiais, why did 

Canadian sweiliance ofncials wait until September 1918 to suppress the CNL? Nothing 

stood in the way of suppression prior to 1918; the Chinese govemment and prominent 

Chinese Canadians wodd have welcomed it. Denied the h c h i s e  in Canada, the 

Chinese opposed to the ban would have been powerless to eoact retribution at the ballot 

box. Yet Canadian authorities (especially Chambers, who Keshen judges too harshly, at 

least in relation to the Chinese experience) resisted the pressure to ban the CNL and the 

New Republic newspaper until after the Chinese were believed to represent a threat to 

interna1 Canadian security. The idea of 'the Chinese,' and the racial stereotypes that 

accompanied this construct were rooted in a long historicai tradition in the West, and 

wae certainly mit new to Canada in 1918.' The racial preconceptions thnt dominated 

the minds of Canadian authorities in 1918 were quite similar to those that existed in 

1914; what had changed was the potential threat posed by the Chinese in the minds of 

Canadian authorities. The CNL was not banned solely because it was a Chinese political 

organization; the CNL was banned because it was a Chinese politicai organization that 

Canadian auîhorities viewed to be a threat to Canadian security. 

The period of the Great War did not follow the typical pattern of pre- and post- 

War anti-Asian discrimination. The perceived economic and demographic threat posed 

by the Chinese, the mot source of much of the anti-Chinese discrimination prior to 1914, 

was replaced by a perceived threat to imperial and national security. Pressure h m  public 

pcotest groups, which had compeiied successive provincial and federal governments to 

ZZ Anderson, Vancouver's Chinatown, 22. 



pass discriminatory legislation ptior to 1914, was replaceci by pressure h m  imperial and 

diplomatie sources. This thesis expands on existing historiography by considering issues 

such as imperial security and diaspora politics, in addition to racism, to examine the years 

of the Great War as a unique and important perioà in the history of anti-Chinese 

discrimination in Canada. 

To balance my analysis, 1 have devoted one chapter to each major theme. 

Chapter Two will explore the Imperia1 dimensions of the surveillance. Chapter Three 

will analyze the impact of Chinese Canadian politics. Chapter Four will detail the 

importance of Canadian domestie issues in shaping the nature of the surveillance. 
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im~erial Dimensions of the Surveillance 

Canadian and British sunreillance officials (such as Malcolm Reid, Robert Nathan 

of the India Office, and Colonial Secretary Andrew Bonar Law) requested the extension 

of the surveillance of the Chinese in Canada in severai stages over the course of the Great 

War. While different individuals initiated these surveillance measures for a variety of 

reasons, one common element uniteci them: the suspicion that the targets of the 

surveillance were pro-German. This suspicion reflected a general conviction, held by the 

Canadian and British governrnents throughout the War, that the Chinese were pro- 

German and represented a threat to the Allied war effort and io British Imperial interests. 

British and Canadian concem over the pro-German inclination of the Chinese 

developed as a result of events in China in the early years of the Great War. The British 

perception of pro-German sympathy in China, while perhaps exaggerated, was not wholly 

without merit; Gennany's standing in Chinese public opinion in 1914 was high, while 

British support of Japanese aggression in C b a  resultd in a deterioration of Sino-British 

relations. British observers in China, such as British Minister in Peking Sir John Jordan, 

interpreted this deterioration as evidence of strong German influence in Peking. This in 

turn nurhued fears that pro-German sentiment in China wouid manifest itself into open 

support for the German War effort, including support for German-sponsored plots to 

undermine British control of India. 

These issues in internationai relations and imperial security motivated British and 

Canadian officials to request the initiation of the surveillance of the Chinese in Canada. 



This chapter will detail the diplomatic and imperid dimensions of the surveillance and 

explain how events in China led imperiai authorities to target two Chinese political 

factions in Canada: first, the Peking govemment's consular oficials in Vancouver, and 

second, the Chinese Nationaikt League, the North American wing of Sun Yat-sen's 

oversas revolutionary It will also examine how the persistent belief in the pro- 

German sympathies of the Chinese helped to sustain the surveillance, even d e r  both 

factions sided with the Entente and declared war on Gmany in 1917.~' 

Chinese Sympathies During the Great Wur 

The British govemment perceived the general attitude in China at the outset of the 

Great War to be "mildly pro-~ennan.'"5 Two main factors heightened the relative 

popularity of Germany in the early years of the conflict, the first of which was Gennany's 

active effort to win over Chinese public opinion. From the outset of the War, Geman 

diplomatic officids in China, with the support of German citizens and business leaders, 

launched an extensive propaganda campaign aimed at fostering pro-German and anti- 

British sentiment in China. Geman Minister in Peking Admiral Paul von Hintze 

spearheaded the campaign and invested Gennany's entire monthly share of the Boxer 

- 

i use the tenu 'Peking govemment' rather than 'Chinese govemment' to dîstinguish ît h m  the 
other 'governments' that claimed legithate power in China throughout the Great War. The Peking 
govemmnt, controlied from 1912-19 16 by President Yuan Shikai and from 1916-1918 by Premier Duan 
Qin& was mognized throughout the Great War by Canada as China's legitimate govemment. 

24 This dual declaration of war was made possiile by the existence m 1917 of two govemments 
that claimd legitimate power in China. The Peking govemmot, headed by Premier Duan Qinii, declared 
war on Genmny on August 14,1917. Sm Yat-sen, the head of the Chiuese Nationalist League, established 
a 'milîtary govenunent' in Canton on September 1, tg 17 and soon a e r  issued his own declaration of war 
against Gemiany- See Jonathan Speace, Tbe Search For M d e m  China (New York 1990), 290-97. 



bdemnity to hance itt6 The German effort placed a specific focus on southem China; 

as early as October 1914, British Secretary for Chinese AEairs EB. Hallifax reported to 

London that Chinese sentiment in Canton was 6'undoubtedly pro-German in the main" as 

a result of the activity of German agents?' The campaign received the support of G m a n  

corporations in the region as well, such as the Deutsch Asiatische Bank, which bribed the 

Chinese press in Canton to print pro-Geman accounts of the war? The success of the 

Gennan propaganda effort in Canton was a source of substantial concem for British 

oficials in China HaIlifax reported in the autumn of 1914 that the Chinese in Canton 

were 'kady to welcome German suc ces^,"^^ and British Minister in Peking Sir John 

Jordan reported to the Foreign Secretary in March 1915 that British efforts to counter the 

Gennan propaganda campaign in Canton had failed?' This success contributed to a 

perception that southem China was strongly pro-German, a perception that had important 

L( Feng Djen Djang, The Di~iomatic Relations Between China and Gemnv Since 1898 (Taipei 
1971), 175. 

'%emany's share of the Boxer Indemnity was approximately one million DM a month. Von 
Hintze was the subject of some concem for British o b s e ~ e a  in the f h t  years of the Great War. In addition 
to his role in spearheading the propaganda campaign, he was suspected of involvement in Yuan Shikai's 
atternpted monarchical restoration in 1916. British diplomat in Washington Su Cecil Spring-Rice 
descriid von Hintze as "an extremely adroit intriguer." See British Foreign Office (hereafier BFO), 
British Documents on Foreien AfFairs: Rewrts and Pawrs fiom the Foreien Office Contidential Print, Part 
Dy Series E (Asia, 1914-1939), Volume 1: Japan, August 1914-May 1915, ed. Ann Trotter (üniversity 
Publications of America, 1994), 370: Sir Cecil Sprîng-Rice to Su  Edward Grey, A p d  30, 1915; and 
Thomas Edward Lafargue, China and the World War(Stanford 1937), 101. 

BFO, British Documents on Foreitp AîFairs: Rewrts and Pawrs 6om the Foreign OEce 
Confidentid Prinî, Part II, Series E (Asia, 1914-1939). Volume 22: China, August 1914-October 1918, ed. 
Am Trotter (University Publications of Amerka 1994), 17: Memo h m  Lord H a W x  ta the Colonial 
Senetary, Oct. 15,1914. 

BFO, British Documents on Foreign Aff* Vol. 22,21: Memo h m  Jordan to Grey, 
November 21,1914. 

" Ibid.. 17: Hallifax to Colonial Secretary, ûctober 15,1914. 

30 Ibid.. 39: Jordan to Grey, March 9,1915. 



implications for Canada in that the vast majority of the country's Chinese population had 

originally ernigrated h m  the regioa3' It was also the region h m  which the 

revolutionary leader Sun Yat-sen, leader of the Chinese Nationalist League, drew most of 

his support in China. 

The second factor that contributed to pm-Gennan sentiment in China was British 

diplomacy in Asia. Britain's open approval of Japanese aggression in China in the 

autumn of 1914 led to a wave of virulent anti-British sentiment in China, which in tum 

contri%uted to the relative popularity of Germany. Military operations in China began on 

August 23, 1914, when Japan, under the terrns of the 1902 hglo-Japanese Alliance, 

declared war on Gerrnany and attacked the German leaseholds in the Chinese province of 

 hand don^?' A force of over 20,000 Japawse tmops landed in Shandong on September 2 

and laid siege to the Gennan forîress of Qingdao, which surrendered on November 7, 

1914.1) M e r  the victory at Qingdao, lapan strengthened its hold on Shandong by 

occupying the city of Jinan, a city more than two hundred miles outside the boundary of 

David Chuenyan Lai, Chinatom: Towns Wiihin Cities in Canada (Vancouver 1988), 17-19 and 
59. Lai's study of the home county origins of 5,000 Chinese in Canada in the mid 1880's revealed that al1 
of them had emigrated to Canada h m  Guangdong Province in southern China, with 82% of them 
onginating fiom Sanyi (wbich consisted of the thret counties of Nanhai, Panyu and Shunde) and Siyi 
(which consisted of the four counties of Xinhui, Taishan, Kaiping and Enping). Lai does not provide 
specific numbers for county origins of Chinese immigrants in 1914, but his snidy of the home county ongins 
of hospital donoa üom 1892-1915 reveals a similar pattern, with ihe overwhelming majonty of Chinese 
migrants in Canada originating from Guangdong Province- 

" BFO, British Documents on Foreign Anaùs, Vol- 1, 5 2  lapanese Ambassador Inouye 
Kawaosuke to Sir Edward Grey, Aug. 23, 1914. The declaration of war came after Germauy failed to 
respond to an ultiiram issucd by Tokyo on August 15 wbich deniaaded the surrender of Jiaozhou Bay, a 
Gemian leasehold in Shandong, as w d  as  the withdrad of di Ge- warships fiom Chinese and 
Japanese territorial waters. See also && 32: Japanese Charge d'Maires at Berlin to Herr von Jagow, 
Aug. 17, 1914, 
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the German leasehold of Jiaozhou ~ a ~ ? ~  Japanese troops took conûul of 

communications and transportation in the region, requisitioned supplies h m  the Chinese 

civilian population and occupied the Jiaozhou to Jinanfu railway, al1 of which represented 

violations of Chinese neutrali$' 

Japanese incursions into China in the autumn of 1914 placed British Foreign 

Secretary Sir Edward Grey in an awkward diplomatic position. Grey was not enthused 

about Japan's expansionkt drive, as he did not wish to see it establish a strong presence 

in China. At the same time, however, Grey needed to secwe the support of the Japanese 

navy against the menace of the German Pacific Fleet, which represented a substantial 

threat to British commercial and Imperia1 interests in ~ s i a ? ~  As a result, Grey openly 

Cheng Sih-gung, Modem China: A Political Study (Oxford 1919). 243. China made a susiained 
diplornatic effort in August 1914 to avoid involvement in the lwming conflict. President Yuan Shikai's 
presidential mandate declaring China's neutrality in the War was issued on August 9, 1914, just six days 
prior to Japan's ultimatum to Gemany. As Japan's intentions in Shandong became increasingly 
transparent, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Lin'ge aaempted to secure the intervention of the United 
States as a third party mediator in China, but the efforts were rejected by Japan. China also attempted to 
negotiate a senlement with Gennany that would have seen the Gerrnan leaseholds in Shandong r emed  to 
China in exchange for financial compensation, but the efforts were once again blocked by Japan, which 
rehised to recognize the validity of such a transfer. Once it became clear that hostilities in Shandong were 
mevitable, Yuan Shikai issued a renewed declaration of conditional neuûaiity by which the Chinese 
govemment absoived itself h m  responsibility for the "maintenance of sttict neutrality" in the designated 
regions of Lungchow, Laichow and Jiaozhou, noting however that it was "still incumbent of belligerent 
powers to respect" Chinese citizens, property and rights in these regions. Japanese occupation of the 
Jiaozhou to Jinanfii Railway, wwhich extended well outside the zones of quaiified neutrality, o f f i  clear 
evideoce of die iack of regard the Japanese military gave to the renewed declaration of neutrality. Despite a 
sustained diplomatic effort by Yuan Shikai and Lang Win'ge, China simply lacked the military force 
necessary to enforce the provisions of its own neutrality. For a complete text of China's declarations of 
neutraüty, see John VA. MacMutray, ed., Treaties and Aereements With and Concerning China. 1894- 
1919, Vol. II: The Republican Period, 1912-19 (New York 1921). 1364-67. For information perîaining to 
China's efforts to negotiate a senlement with Germany regarding Shandong and to secure the intervention 
of the U.S. govemment, see Schrecker, I d a l i s m  and Chinese Nationalism, 246-47, and BFO, British 
Documents on Foreim Anh, Vol. 22,21-22: Jordan to Grey, Aug. 12,19 14. 
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supported the Japanese invasion of Shandong, sending a contingent of British tmps to 

assit in the militacy operaiions at Qingtao as a show of solidarity with ~ a ~ a n ?  

Japanese aggression in China escalated in 1915 with the issuance of the Twenty- 

One Demands to Peking. The Demands consisted of a variety of concessions, which, if 

accepteci by Chinese Fresident Yuan Shikai, would have reduced China to the status of 

Japanese protectorate?8 The British Foreign Secretary continued to place a higher value 

on the Anglo-Japanese Alliance than on C W s  territorial integrity, and Britain publicly 

supported Japan's positi~n?~ Grey even pledged British support for drastic Japanese 

action to force a resolution to the cnsis, including the occupation of Peking by Japanese 

 force^.^ The British Foreign Secretary did compel Iapan to rnoderate some of the 

demands that infn,ged upon existing British interests in China. However, once Grey had 

" Peter Lowe, Great Britain and hmn. 191 1-1915: A Siudy of British Far Eastern Policy (London 
1969), 181. Grey did not enter into this arrangement with Iapm entirely against his wiH. Whde he was 
concemed about the establishment of Japanese hegemony in C b ,  ibe British Foreign Secretary was 
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ally ihat had ken Yak, honourable and loyai" during the Great War. See Robert Joseph Gowan, "Great 
Briiain and the Twenty-One Demands of 1915: Casperation Versus Effacement." burnal of M i e m  
Hiitory 43:l (2971), 84, aisd Viscount Grey, Twcniv-Five Years. 18924916, 2 wls, (London 1925)' 
2:loo. 
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1915," 96, 



secured British primacy in the Yangtze Valley, he joined with Japan to pressure Chinese 

President Yuan Shikai to yield to the Japanese demands in May 1915:' 

However, while the British Foreign Secretary remaineci steadfast in his support for 

Japan in 1914 and 1915, he hoped that Britain could avoid king "dragged into bad 

relations with China as a result of it."* ~ r e ~  attempted to main the goodwill of the 

Chinese government by presenting Britain's role in the Sino-Japanese codict as that of a 

moderating influence on Japan, but ultirnately the paradoxical balance of good relations 

with both Tokyo and Peking proved impossible to achieve in 1914 and 1915. Bitah's 

support for Japanese aggression in China created a rifi in Sino-British relations and did 

little to improve Britain's standing in Chinese public opinion. 

The î k t  sign of rising tension between China and Britain surfaced in September 

1914 afler Britain made clear its intention to participate in joint military actions with 

Japan in Shandong. Chinese Foreign Affairs Minister Wang Lin'ge attempted to block 

Britain's military contribution by authonzing the seinire of British munitions in Peking 

on the basis that use of the munitions would violate China's ne~trality;~ British Minister 

in Peking Sir John Jordan negotiated an end to the dispute, but tensions escalated again 

aflet the Japanese occupation of the Jiaozhou to Jin& Railway. The Chinese Foreign 

Ministry issued a protest and declareci that 'Wie British Govemment, the ally of Japan, 

." Lowe, Britain in the Far East, LOS. 

" BFO, British Documents on Foreien AEik, Vol. 1,170: Grey to Conyngham Greene, British 
Ambassador to Japan, J i ~ ~ a r y  22,1915. 

BFO, British Documents on Foreien A f h h L  Vol. 22,8-9: Wang Lin'ge to Robert Willis (British 
Cod-General), Sept. 25, 19 14. 



most assuredly cannot sit and look on indifferent~~.'~ In a speech in the Chinese State 

Council, Progressive Party leader Liang Qichao remarked that "Great Britain cannot be 

excused fiom violating our neutraiity, because the two nations [Britain and Japan] are 

allied, and their actions must be ~oncerted."~ Liang aiso commented on the irony that 

Britain had entered the Great War to pmtect Belgian neutrality but was now wilfully 

violating China's, an hypocrisy that was the source of some embarrassrnent for the British 

Foreign ~ecretacy!~ 

Sino-British relations deteriorated fiuther during the negotiations sumunding the 

Twenty-One Dernands in 1915. The diphmatic rift, however, assumed a new dimension 

at this time, as the British Foreign Office attributed increased Sino-British tension to 

Geman influence in Peking. Sino-Ge- relations were cordiai pior to the War, and 

Grey and his officiais in China, especiaily Jordan, believed tbat Yuan's refusai to submit 

to the Twenty-One Demands proved that "Geman influences" were at work "in Peking to 

block Japanese negotiations with  hin na.'*' British negotiaton believed that "Gemany 

exercise[d] an obscuring iafluence" in Peking and took measures to resolve the crisis in 

Tokyo insteadP8 This suspicion continued throughout 1915, and was particularly keen in 

BFO, British Documents on Foreign Affain, Vol. 1,77: Wai-chiao Pu to Chinese Minister in 
Peking, October 3, 1914. 

45 107: Extract h m  "Pekig Daiiy News," October 3, 19 14. 

* Ibid.. 28: Grey to Greene, August 15, 1914. Grey noted chat Britain could lay itself "open to 
reproach" by supporthg Sapan and condemning Germany for essentially the same violation of international 
law. 

47 &ici- 196: Greene to Grey, Febniary 4, 1915. In 1912 and 1913, Yuan received a substantial 
amount of nnancial support h m  Getilian Ioans, in r e m  for which Yuan gave railway and indumial 
concessions to Gemiany m Wuhan (see Edward Friedman, Backward Toward Revolution: The Chinese 
Revolutionarv Party (Berkeley 1974), 180.) 
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Septanber and October as Yuan launched an attempt to restore the Chinese monarchy 

with himseif as Emperor. Jordan reported to Grey that von Hintze had given secret 

promises to Yuan that Germany would grant immediate recognition to any Imperia1 

re~toration.~~ The lapanese Ambassador to Britain also reportad ibat Germany was 

behind the ~storaîioa scheme in an effort to fûlly secure German influence in ~ e k i n ~ ? '  

LI this atmosphere of suspicion, the Russian Ambassador in London reporteci to 

the British govemment that Chinese Foreign Minister was sending cipher and coded 

correspondence to the Chinese Consul in Vancouver, including telegrams that contained 

secret messages for enany agents based in North ~merica.'' This allegation led British 

Colonial Secretary Andrew Bonar Law to request a censorship of al1 codai telegrams to 

and b m  the Chinese Consulate in c an couver?^ The Chief Press Censor for Canada 

transmitted tbis order to Canadian telegraph companies, dong with instmctions to keep 

the surveillance a secreg' While this order specificallly targeted Chinese diplornatic 

officiais in Vancouver, the measwe aiso reflected a deep distrust of the Chinese 

49 Ibid., Vol. 22,76: Jordan to Grey, Oct 8, 1915. 

50 Ibid', 87-88: G. Buchanan to Grey, ûct. 26, 1915. 

'' NAC, RG 7, G 21, Vol. 436, File 14073, Piut 14, Item 1995: Bonar Law to the Govemr 
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appointai to serve as consui-general in ûttawa on Decemkr 6, 1913 (NC, RG 25, Vol. 1133, File 1913- 
477: letter from Pary to Sir Joseph Pop, Dec. 6, 1913.) Lin Shiyuan, who had previoudy served as the 
Secreiary of the Vancouver codate,  was ptamoted to consul in Vancouver on October 1,lg 12 (NAC, RG 
25, VOL 1127, File 1144 Mem from the Chinese Legation, Oct. 1, 19 12.) The Vancouver consd was 
nspoasiile for the uiierests of the Chiwse in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and the Yukon, 
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letter h m  the Chiwse Legation to Sir Edward G y ,  Apd 15,1913.) 

" WAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 526, File 168-1: Hamitton to Chambers, Aug. 16,1915. 

NAC, RG 6, E, VoI. 526, File 168-1: Chambers to GD. Perry (Manager of ihe Great Noah 
Westem Teiegraph Company), Aug. 3 1,1915. 



govemment as a whole. Canadian Deputy Chief Press Censor C I .  Hamilton suggested 

to Imperia1 Authonties that the suspected spies should be expelled h m  Canada, but was 

Uiformed that such a measure would be ''useless" as it was likely that the Chinese 

"govemment [was] an accomplice, and the next man would play the same game.''54 

The man responsible for telegraphic surveillance in Canada was Chief Press 

Censor Col. Ernest Chambers. Chambers was appointed to the position by the Secretary 

of State on June 10, 1915.'' His primary responsibility was to monitor publications in 

Canada to ensure that they conformeci to Canadian censorship regulations, but he was 

granted additional powers soon after his appointment that expanded his authority. In 

September 1915, the govenunent passed Order in Council PC 2073, which gave the Chief 

Press Censor the authority to order the surveillance of telephone conversations and 

telegraphic correspondence? in this capacity, Chambers played a very important role in 

the surveillance of the Chinese in Canada. 

The surveillance of the Chinese consular officiais continued throughout the War, a 

measure that reflected the persistent suspicion of Geman influence in Peking. This 

suspicion endured despite an impmvement in Sino-British relations in 1917 after China 

joined the War on the side of the Entente Powers. The British government persuaded 

Chinese Premier Duan Qirui to break diplornatic ties with Germany in March 1917 and 

promised to place "ample hancial resources in the hands of the Central govemment of 

24 NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 526, File 168-1: CI. Hamilton to Chambers, Aug. 16,1915. 

" NAC, RG 24, Vol, 2847, Fîle 328 1: Final Report of the Chief Press Censor for Canada on 
Completion of Dcmibilizatioq p. 2. 
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China" as a reward for a declaration of war?' This was a tempting offer for the Chinese 

Premier, who required foreign hancial assistance to crush revolutionary movements 

based in South Premier Duan faced cesistance Born Chinese President Li 

Yuanhong and the Chinese Parliament, but was able to coerce Parliament into declaring 

war on Gennanyon August 14,1917.'~ 

This declaration of war, however, did little to alleviate British suspicion of 

German influence in Peking. Soon &er China's declaration of war on Germany, the 

Entente Powers demanded that the Peking government take a nurnber of strong measures 

to counter potential German threats in China. The French and British pressured Peking 

to place al1 German ships in Chinese custody under Allied military control, to close the 

Deutsche Asiatische Bank, and to dismiss al1 German nationals employed by the Chinese 

government.60 The Chinese govemment agreed to disrniss al1 Germans employed in the 

country's railway system and to place ail German ships under Chinese police control, but 

rehsed to take more drastic action against G m a n  nationals in China. This hesitancy led 

to accusations by the Entente that China did not "CO-operate properly" with the War 

effort."' Similarly, the fact that Gennan diplomats were ailowed to continue their work 

in China after the declaration of war convinced Jordan that "pro-Gerrnan influences were 

'' BFO, British Docunients on Foreinn AîTairs, Vol. 22,262-263: Alston to Balfour, Mach 13, 
1917. 

'' Spence, The Search for Modern China, 290. The Chinese P~mier also hoped that Chinese 
pdcipation m the War would secure the rem of 5 n m g  to China at tbe pst-War settlements. 
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at work in the Cabinet," and that "China was assisting the enerny rather than the ~ l l i e s . " ~ ~  

This pattern continued in late 1917 when Britain fonnuiated a plan to deport al1 German 

and Austrian nationals fiom China for internrnent in Ausûaiia. The Chinese government 

relùsed to support this plan, which led Jordan to charge that "China preferred to assist the 

enemy instead of deporting them." By August 1918, Britah retained little faith in the 

Peking goverment; Jordan reported in August 1918 that "we now have two Govemments 

fiuictioning in China, and so far as the interests of foreigners ... are concemed, there is very 

little to choose between tl~em!'~~ 

The correspondence of Canada's Chief Press Censor yields evidence that this 

persistent distnist of Peking had an impact on the surveillance of the Chinese consular 

officials in Canada. After China severed diplornatic relations with Germany in March 

1917, Chambers question4 the necessity of continuhg the surveillance of the consular 

oficials, given the positive "relationship existing between the government of China and 

the Allied powers."65 The Under-Secretary of State responded that London considered it 

necessary to continue the suweiiiance as China was not yet ofkially at war with 

Germany, and "only allied consular officials [were] treated with any leniency" regarding 

censorship of coded ~orres~ondence.~~ Chambers again questioned the necessity of the 

" BFO, British Documenis on Foreip Affairs, Vol, 22,415: Jordan to Balfour, April9, 1918. 

" Ibid, 4 15: Jordan to Balfour, Aprii 9,1918. 
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the Peking government, headed by Duan Qin& and the Mi1itary govemmnt of Sun Yat-sen, estabiished in 
Canton in the summerof Igli ,  
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surveillance one yeat a e r  China's declaration of war on ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ '  The Secretary of 

State responded that it was still necessary to censor the coded correspondence of the 

Chinese consular officiais as it was "not possible to trust in their integrity sufficiently" 

and that the "Chinese Consular officers in Canada.. .could w t  be depended  on."^^ 

British Imperia1 Sectiriry and the Surveillance of the Chinese in Canada 

The primary focus of Britain's concern over pro-Geman sentiment in China was 

the perceived threat that Sino-German cooperation posed to British control of india. Sir 

John Jordan investigated this potential threat in 1915 and his findings convinced the 

British govenunent that a conspkcy to undennine British rule in india, headed by 

German diplomats in China, was in full motion. Suspicion of China's complicity in this 

plot, however, was not iimited to pro-German oficials in Peking: British authonties also 

suspected that Germany was receiving the cooperation of Chinese revolutionary leader 

Sun Yat-sen, and his overseas political affiliate in Canada, the Chinese Nationalist 

League (CM). As a result of this suspicion, the British government extended the 

surveillance to include the activities of the Chinese Nationalist League in Canada in 1916. 

6 7 ~ ~ ~ ,  RG 6, E, Vol. 526, File 168-2: Chambers to Pope, Sept. 18, 191 8. 
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an exception to the standad d e s  for coasuIar censorship, wbich stated dut "the conespondence of British, 
AUied and neutrai consular officers witû pcmm whose correspondence is privileged (e.g. embassies, 
foreign offices and other govemrrient departmenu) is itseKexempted h m  censorship" (NAC, RG 7, G 21, 
Vol. 470, Fiie 14071, Part 48, Item 323). As much of the correspondence from the Vancouver consulate 
was addressed to the Chinese Foreign Ministry, it shouid have been prïvileged as conespondence mtended 
for an allied k i g n  otfice. 



Jordan's investigations in China reflected the British government's increased 

concern over M a n  security af'ter M a n  revolutionaries launched a failed uprising in 

December 1914. The uprising was organized and launched by the Ghadar (Mutiny) Party, 

an Indian revolutionary organization based in North ~ m e r i c a . ~ ~  The Ghadar Party 

recruited hundreds of indian immigrants in Canada and the United States and encouraged 

them to return home to hdia to take part in the anticipated  risin in^.'^ However, the 

wbellion was poorly organized, and British police arrested most of the volunteers that 

rushed back to India in late 1914 upon their amval? Those îhat did manage to land in 

India and evade British authonties found little leadership or logistical support for the 

mutiny?* British police learned of the planned uprising and averted it, anesting the 

leaders of the rebellion and disarrning sympathetic divisions of the indian Army. The 

Indian revolutionaries committed sporadic acts of violence, but without leaders and 

sufficient arms, the revolutionaries were an ineffëctive farce, and the British were able to 

contain the rebellion with little difficuld3 

The attempted uprising in India, however, did catch Germany's attention. From 

the outset of the Great War, the leaders of the Ghadar Party had sought hancial and 

miiitary support fiom Germany, but very iittie German assistance made its way to the 

69 HU& Jobnsion, ''The Surveillance of ladian Nationaiists in North America, 1908-19 18," BC 
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ocganization in 1914." The stalemate on the Western Front in 1915, however, compelled 

the Germa High Command to seek altemative theatres h m  which to strike a decisive 

blow against the Entente. India was one such theatre, and Germany became an 

enthusiastic patron of Indian insurrection, budgeting about 500 million marks to support 

the revolutionary mo~ement?~ Germany also attempted to supply indian insurrectiunists 

with weapons, but efforts to ship anns h m  the United States (in March 1915) and h m  

Manila (in June 191 5) to India boîh f~ led . '~  By the summer of 191 5, Gennany began to 

look to China as the best logistical option h m  which to acquue weapons to arm indian 

revol~tion~es. 

The increase in German support for Indian revolutionaries in 1915 alarmed the 

Bntish government, a concem which was magnified afier Sir John Jordan compiled his 

report on the extent of German activity in China and issued it to ttie British Foreign 

Office in August 1 9 1 5 . ~  Jordan singid out Shanghai as 'Wie centre of a widespread 

organization for fomenting sedition and raishg an armed rekllion in India," an 

Jobll~ton, Tbe Vovw of the Kom~iita Mam 134. 
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both werc impounded at the rquest of British diptomatic officiais, the Anne Larsen upon its arrivai in 
Honolulu in Junc and the Maverick upon io; arrivai in Batavia in July. The attempt to ship arms out of 
Manila was made by two Gemian-Americans, who plaoned to smuggle arms aboard a chartered schmner 
and rendezvous wilh Gernian agents in Borneo. The plan was uncovered by Americaa customs agents in 
the Philippines and stopped See Dignan, The Indian Revohrtionarv Roblem in British DiDlomacy, 60-65. 



organization headed by the Gennaa consul in the citg8 The report detailed various 

attempts to smuggle arms h m  China to india, including an attempt by two Chinese 

nationais to smuggie 129 pistols and 12,000 rounds of ammunition into Calcutta. Jordan 

also outlined German efforts to recniit Chinese Muslims to launch a holy war against the 

British in India, and identified the cities of Hankou and Tianjin as areas of concern where 

German agents were attempting to recniit indian workers to the cause of lndian 

in~urrection.~~ 

Concern over Chinese support for M a n  insurrection extended to the Chinese in 

the diaspora as well and British and Canadian officiais (most notably Robert Nathan and 

Malcolm Reid) conducted investigations into the extent of the threat in Canada. Reid was 

the Dominion Immigration inspecter for British Columbia and had rnaintained a close 

watch on indian nationalists along the Pacific Coast since the assassination of his 

predecessor in October 1914.8' Robert Nathan was a retired India Office officiai with 

twenty-six years experience in India who acted as an undercover operative for the india 

" BFO, British Documents on Foreim a i r s ,  Vol. 22, 121: BFO memotandwu comrnunicated to 
the Japanese Ambassador, Dec. 28, 1915. Jordan deged that the Cierman consul in Shanghai commanded a 
nework of German Agents, "disaffected British lndian subjects:' and Chinese revolutionaries with pan- 
Asian sympathies. 

79 Di- The Indian Revolutionarv Problem in British Dinlomacv, 104. British operabives also 
gained possession of a German Intelligence Report in February 1916 that c o d b e d  the accuracy of 
Jordan's assessrnent of the siîuation in China Ilbid.. 51). 

'O Reid enjoyed a rather eclectic array of tiiles and respousiiilities. In addition to senrice as 
Dominion immigration riispector for British Columbia, Reid (as OP 1916) served as an agent for Dominion 
Chief of Police Percy Shemood, for the Press Censorship Oflice, and was an ofncial contact for Robert 
Nathan of the India Office. Deputy Superintendent for Iimnigration E. Blake Robertson relieved Reid of 
responsibility for Vancouver and Victoria in L914, but Reid contmued ta operate out of Vancouver. He 
continued the surveiiiance work of his predecessor William C. Hopkiason, who was assassinateci by a Sikh 
on October 21, 1914. Reid did oot repIace Hopkinson in an official capacity, but Vancouver i-grabion 
officers were under instructions to "pass along any infimation that came their way" regardiig lndian 
nationalists to the British govemnt,  and Reid continued to coiiect information regarding lndian 
insurrection. See khnston, "The Surveiiiance of Indian Nationalists in North America," 21-23, and 
Iohnston, Vovane of the Komaaata Mani, 129-130, 



Office in North ~rnerica?' Nathan was working in Canada by 1916 and occupied a 

position of some influence in the surveillance of the Chinese Nationalist League, as 

members of Canada's surveillance network (such as Reid, Chief Press Censor Chambers 

and Dominion Commissioner of Police Sir Pacy Sherwood) sought his approval and 

opinion on a number of occasions?* 

The exact date at which Reid commenced his investigations into the Chinese 

Nationalist League is unclear, but in January 1916 he requested that a surveillance be kept 

on the organization7s telegraphic correspondence." By April 1916, Reid was able to 

report that he was "fully satisfied" that a conneetion existed between indian and Chinese 

revolutionary groups in Reid commentai that there had k e n  "considerable 

talk dong the Pacific Coast of an amalgamation of the ûriental races such as the Chinese, 

Japanese and Hindus for the good of the yellow  race^."^ Later that year, surveillance 

officiais seized a telegram fiom Chu S. Gunn, f resident of the CM, in New York, which 

M e r  confïrmed the pan-Asian sympathies of the organization: 

So in another five years we may hope to make China a power. We shall not 
stop at that. 'Asia for the Asiatics' is our Iarger purpose, at least Asia to 
China h m  India. We regard india as out sister country, and to those of us 

Johnston, "The Surveillance of lndian Nationalists in North America," 21. 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 527, File 168A-2: Chambers io Reid, Aug. 8,1916; Sherwood to 
Chambers, Aug. 23,1916; File 168A-3: Chambers to Reid, April28,19 17; Reid to Chambers, May 28, 
1917. 

" NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 526, File 168A-1: Chambers to Perry, Manager of the Great Northwestem 
Telegraphic Company, Jan. 19, 19 16. 

" NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 526, File 168A: Reid to Percy Sherwood, Commissoner of Dominion 
Police, April 17, 1916. 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 526, File 168A: Reid to Sherwood, April17,1916. 



who are Buddhists, India is the Holy 

Reid aiso claimed to have evidence that the CNL smuggled anns h m  North Amerka to 

India, and that the organization was "backed financially by Ger~naiis.~~ Reid paid little 

attention to the complexities of Republican Chinese politics, dismissing the Chinese 

revolutionary movement as a German conspiracy '70 keep the east in ninwil."88 While 

the accwacy of Reid's understanding of Chinese politics was questionable, it is clear that 

he suspecteci a connectiun between Germany and the: CM, in January 1916, a suspicion 

that remauid an important elernent of the surveillance throughout the War. 

The lust several months of the surveillance of the Cm yielded little more than 

mundane correspondence conceming the organization's operations, broken by the 

occasional infiammatory comment about the Peking govenunent; it did not uncover any 

evidence of support for Gemany or Indian sedition. By April 1916, Chief Press Censor 

Chambers began to question the necessity of the surveillance. He cornmented to Reid 

that the telegrams were doubiless "important fiom the Chinese point of view," but added 

that he faiied to see how "OUT own Imperia1 interests [were] aff~cted."~~ Chambers also 

took his cornplaint to one of Reid's superiors, Dominion Commissioner of Police Sir 

Percy Sherwood, arguing that the correspondence of the CNL dealt exclusively with the 

Chinese revolutionary movement, and that it was not the responsibility of Canada (or 

ad NAC, RG 6, E, vol. 86, me 246, part 1: Reid to Chambers, NOK 2, 1916. 

" NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 526, Fie 168A: Reid to Sherwood, April 17, 1916; British Columbia 
Archives and Records Semce (hereder BCARS), GR 419, Vol. 220, File 19191 15: Trmmipts of the Triai 
of Chen Shu-yen, p. 18. 

88 NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 526, File 168A: Reid to Sherwood, April17,1916. 

89 RG 6, E, Vol 526, File 168A: Chambers to Reid, April8.1916. 



Britain) to "pull chestnuts out of the fh for the Chinese govemment.""gO Chambers 

threatened to cease the censorsbip of the CNL until he received a satisfactory answer 

h m  the Home Authorities regarding the necessity of the surveillance?' 

Chambers received an answer in April1916 when Robert Nathan visited his office 

in ~ t t a w a ? ~  Nathan infomed Chambers that imperial authorities considered the 

surveillance to be extremely important and stated that %e Imperia1 government is 

preparing to spend considerable money and use some of their most eminent men in 

m i n g  up some clues given by these messages.yy93 The explanation satisfied Chambers, 

who continued the surveillance without W e r  question. The majority of intercepted 

correspondence continued to consist of messages pertaining to politics in China or the 

Canadian operations of the organization. However, Chambers continued to receive 

assurances of the "great Unportance" that Imperia1 authorities attached to the telegraphic 

surveillance, and was told by Reid near the conclusion of the Great War that "the 

censored telegraphs have been of material assistance to us in obtaining authentic 

information" about the ~ m . 9 ~  

Thus, the initiation of the surveillance of the Chinese in Canada was largely an 

exercise in imperial secwity. British and Canadian officiais responded to the suspicion 

RG 6, E, Vol. 526, File 168A: Chambers to Sherwood, A p d  9,1916. 

9' RG 6, E, Vol, 526, File 168A: Chambers to Reid, Apd 10, 1916. 

9' RG 6, E, Vol. 526, Fie 168A: Chamben to Reid, April 13,1916. The visit mut have o c c d  
sometime between April 10-13, as Chambers commented to Reid that "since 1 last wrote you on the subject, 
1 have had a visit h m  a bgh official fiom the Home Country, and h m  what he says 1 fancy that gmat 
MpMtance attaches to these messages." 

93 Ibid, Chambers to Perry, Aprü 13, 1916, 

94 NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 527, File 168A-3: Chambers to Perry, Sept 7,1917; NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 
M7, File 168A-4. Reid to Cbambcrs, Sept. 18, 1918. 



that pro-German sentiment in China had manifestai itself into support for the German 

War effort. The response of Canadian sucveillance authorities to the initiation of the 

surveillance, however, reveals a great deal about the manner in which the Canadian 

govemment viewed the potential threat (or lack thereof) posed by the country's Chinese 

population. The Canadian govemment demonstrated a willingness to act decisively 

against ethnic groups deemed to represent a threat to Canadian secwity in the first months 

of the War. Chambers' resistance to the surveillance of the Chinese fiom 1914 to 1916, 

however, suggests that Canadian authorities did not view the Chinese as a potentially 

subversive foreign element. The alleged threats posed by these groups were largely 

extemal and not grave enough to merit the serious attention of Canadian authorities, who 

viewed the surveillance of the Chinese as a heavy burâen on an overworked stafE 

Nathan's intervention secured the cornpliance of the Chef Press Censor, but only afler he 

assured Chambers of the importance which Imperia1 authorities attached to the 

surveillance. 

As 1 shall argue in Chapter Three, the resistance of the Office of the Chief Press 

Censor reflected a wider pattern of resistance by the Borâen administration to intervene in 

Chinese politics in Canada. It was not until the threat posed by the Chinese was re- 

evaluated as an internai rather than extemal threat tbat the Canadiau govemment began to 

view the country's Chinese popdation with increased concem. 



Chinese Diamra Politics and the Extension of 
the Surveillance 

As outlined in Chapter Two, the surveillance of the Chinese Nationalist League 

and the Chinese diplomatic officials in Canada was initiated because Canadian and 

British officials suspected that both groups were aiding the German War effort. 

However, the Great War was an issue of secondary importance to these groups between 

1914 and 1917.9' The primary concem of Chinese political factions in Canada w u  the 

stniggle to win the loyalty of the countqk Chinese population, a contest that mirrored the 

struggle for power in China. in Canada, the conflict was particularly intense between the 

C M ,  which supported Sun Yat-sen's daim to power, and the Peking diplomatic officials, 

who represented President Yuan Shikai. 

As part of their strategy, the Chinese consular officials appealed to the Canadian 

goverment numerous t h e s  to suppcess the Chinese Nationalist League. The Canadian 

government's reaction to these appeals was typically one of indifference: it did not Mew 

the CNL as a threat to peace and order in Canada, and saw no reason to intervene in 

Chinese politics. The initiation of the surveillance of the consular oficials in August 

1915 did little to change that assement, and for the fbt  two years of the War, Canadian 

surveillance authorities did not view the Chinese as a security threat to Canada. 

Politicai tension within Victoria's Chinese comrnunity, however, escaiated into 

open violence in October 1916 at a meeting of the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent 

'' The Great War became an issue of p a t e r  impoaance to these groups der China entered mto 
negotiations to joîn the Entente Powers. 



Association (CCBA). The riot involved supporters of both factions akady under 

surveillance, and though the event did not cause an irnmediate re-evaluation of the 

securiîy threat posed by the Chinese, it did raise the possibility in the minds of some 

senior Canadian authorities that Chinese politicai strife represented a potential threat to 

civil order in C m &  This led the Canadian govemment to reconsider the rhreat posed 

by the country's Chinese, a process which came to fniition in 191 7 during Canada's 

involvement in the shipment of Chinese labour battalions to serve on the Western Front. 

By the spring of 1917, Canadian authorities viewed the Chinese as a serious enough 

threat to justi@ the extension of the surveillance to encompass the country's entire 

Chinese population, regardles of political afnliation. The escalation of Chinese 

Canadian political rivalry into open confiict, coupled with the fear that these groups 

might sabotage the labour shipments, compelled Canadian authorities to re-evaluate the 

threat posed by the country's Chinese population. 

Chinese Political Organüations in Canada Prior to 1914 

The political sûife between the Chinese Nationalist League and the Chinese 

consular officiais during the Great War represented the continuation of a stniggle for the 

loyalty of the Chinese in diaspora waged by a number of political factions in the tate 

nineteenth and early hventieth centuries. Chinese consular representation was estabiished 

in Canada in 1909 when the Qing goverment appointed Gong Xmhao to serve as the 



f h t  Chinese coosul-general in 0ttawd6 This appointment demonstrated the Qing 

govemment's willingness to represent the interests of the Chinese in Canada, a 

willingness that represented a re-evaluation of traditional Qing emigration policy. From 

1672 until 1859, emigration h m  China was a capital offence, and Peking took little 

interest in the welfare of the Chinese in the diaspora?' However, the declining power of 

the Qing Dynasty forced the Chinese govemment to fundamentally ce-evaluate the 

relationship between the monarchy and the diaspora, and many Qing officials began to 

view overseas Chinese as an important source of political and economic support for the 

faltering regime?* 

To this end, the Qing govemment presented itself as the pmtector of Chinese 

citizens abroad against the exploitation of the host coutries. The establishment of 

world-wide consular representation was a key element in this strategy, a process that 

began with the appointment of diplornatic representation in Singapore in 1877 and San 

Francisco in 1878.~~ Anti-Asian agitation in British Columbia, which culminated in the 

1907 Vancouver Chinatown Riot, clearly demonstrated the need to protect the interests of 

the Chinese in Canada, and the Qing leadership responded with the appointment of the 

% Cbarles 1. Woodworth, Canada and the Onmi: A S& in lnternational Relations (Toronto 
1941). 101. The appoinaoent came during immigration negodations at the International Opium 
Co-ssion in Shanghai. 

97 Shih-shan H. Tsai, " k r v i n g  the Dragon Seeds: The Evolution of Ch'ïng Emiption Policy," 
Asran Profie 7, No. 6 (December 1979), 498. 

L, Ling-chi Wang, "Roou and Changing Identity of the Chinese in h e  United States," Daedelus 
i 20, NO. 2 (1991), 181-82. 

99 Praseajit Duara, 'Waa'onalists Among Transnationals-. ûverseas Chinese and the Idea of China, 
1900-191 ln in Aihwa Ong and Donald M. Nonini eds, Unmunded Enmires: The Cultural Politics of 
Modem Chinese Transnationalism (New York 1997},43. 



consul general in Ottawa in 1909, followed by the establishment of a second c o d a t e  in 

Vancouver later that year.'O0 

Securing the politicai and economic loyalty of Chinese overseas was not the ody 

responsibility of the Chinese diplomatic officials. As opposition to Qing mle grew in the 

late nineteenth century, the Qing government insûucted its diplomatic officials to keep a 

dose watch on leaders of ad-Qing movements abroad and to suppress revolutionary 

activity wherever possible.'0' In Canada, this directive bmught the Chinese consuls into 

conflict with the Revolutionary Alliance, which was a potent political force among 

Canada's Chinese on the eve of the 191 1 Revolution. 

Sun Yat-sen established the Revolutionary Alliance (Tongmenghui) in Tokyo in 

1905 with the expressed purpose of overthrowing the Qing Dynasty and establishing a 

Chinese ~equb l i c . ' ~~  Sun transfonned the Alliance into a world-wide revolutionary 

movement between 1905 and 191 1 as he established branches in Southeast Asia, Europe 

and North Arnenca. Sun established branches in North America in New York, Chicago 

IW The Qing government nsponded to appeals fiom Canada's Chinese fw assistance before 
consulat. repmentation was established in Ottawa and Vancouver. in 1896, the Qing staiesman Li 
Hongzhang came to Canada in tesponse to a petition fiom the Chinese Coasolidated Benevolent 
Association (CCBA) in Victoria in an attempt to convince the Canadian govemment to lower the $50 
immigration Head Tax. In 1908, the Imperia1 Chinese Minisay of Education gave iùnds ta the CCBA ta 
establish a Chinese Public Schwl in Victoria and sent an educational commission to Victoria to inspect i t  
See Harry Con, Ronald Con, Graham Johnson, and Edgar Wickberg, Fmm China to Canada: A Historv of 
Chiwse Communities in Canada (Toronto 1982), 73, LOI, and Stanley, "Schooling, White Supnmacv. and 
the Foudation of a Chinese Merchant Public in British Columbia," 227. 

"' Yen Chmg-hwang, The Role of the Overseas Chinese in the 191 1 Revolution (Singapore 1978), 
13. 

'O2 George T. Yu, Partv Politics in Republican China: The Koumintana. 1912-1924 (Berkeley 
19661344- 



and San Francisco in 1909 and 1910 before foundmg the b t  Canadian branches in 

Vancouver and Victoria in 19 1 1 .'O3 

Besides competition h m  Qing diplornatic officials, Sun's efforts to win the 

support of the Chinese in Canada were rivalled by the Empire Refom Association. 

Established in Victoria in 1899 by exiled Chinese reformer Kang Youwei, the Empire 

Reform Association clairned to act in the name of the imprisoned empmr Guangxu and 

advocated "progressive reform" for China "within the h e w o r k  of a constitutional 

monarchy."'" The organization attracted the support of the politically conservative 

Chinese merchant elite in Canada, who contributed $7,000 to the Association during 

Kang's 1899 visit.lo5 By 1904, the Association operated twelve branches across Canada 

with an estimated national membership of seven tho~sand.'~ The organization lost some 

of its support with the death of Empmr Guangxu in 1908, but retained a great deal of 

prestige and support among the Chinese merchant class util the 19 1 1 ~evolution.'~' 

While Sun Yat-sen found nvals in the Empire Reform Association and the Qing 

consular officials, the revolutionary leader found an ally in North Amerka in the 

Cheekungtong (CKT). The CKT was a Chinese secret society that established its first 

branch in Canada in Quesnel Forks in 1876 and opened branches throughout British 

'O3 Chun-ai Hsueh, Huane Hsing and the Chinese Revolution (Stariford 1%1), 48. The 
organization of revolutiouaty activity and fund-raising in Vancouver and Victoria began in mid-1910 under 
the supenkion of Feng Ziyou. 

IM Con et. al., From China to Canada, 74. 

'OS Harold Schiffrin, Sun Yat-sen and the O n e  of the Chinese Rwolution (Los Angeles 1968), 
161. 

'O" Con et. ai., From Chioa IO Canada, 75. 

'O7 Shib-shan H. Tsai, China and the Overseas Chinese m îhe United States. 1868-191 1 
(Fayetteviiie 1983), 135-36. 



Columbia in the late aineteenth centwy.Im The CKT endorsed Sun's cause and allowed 

h h  to use the organization's publication ne Chinese Times to promote the tevoluti~n!~~ 

The CKT also played a sigaificant role in the success of Sun's fundraising efforts 

in Canada. The CKT solicited donations fiom its members to support Sun and mortgaged 

the organizationls buildings in Victoria, Toronto aad Montreal to support the cau~e."~ 

The support of the CKT played a substantial role in the success of Sun's 1910 fundraising 

campaign, which raised HK$63,000 (Hong Kong Dollars) in Canada, more than any other 

country in the world."' Sun's fundraising success wsis even more irnpressive glven 

Canada's relatively small Chinese population of 27,774.'12 By way of contrast, the 

Chinese in Canada contrilbuted more money than the combined overseas Chinese 

populations of French Indo-China and the Dutch East Indies, the colonies that had the 

largest overseas Chinese populations in the world."' Victoria, with a Chinese population 

'O8 Con et. al., From China to Canada, 30'35. The CKT was a decentralized organization until the 
1880's when the Vancouver and Victoria branches assumed a position of authority. The CKT in Canada 
operated independently fÏom its counterpart in the United States, which was headquattered in San 
Francisco. See akio L. Eve Armenuout Ma, Revolutionarks. Monarchists and Chinatowns: Chinese Politics 
in the Amerkas aud the 191 1 Revolution (Honoldu 1990). 26. 

la, Con et. al., From China to Canada, 76. 

"' Hsueh, Huana Hsim and the Chinese Revolution, 86. The estimate of HK%63,000 may be 
conservative, as other sources cite a higher total. C. Martin Wilbut cites a total of HK%70,000 as the 
amount raised in Canada, while Con et. al. cite a potential total of HK!HOO,ûûO, based on an estimate by 
Lee Tung-hai (C, Miutin Wilber, Sun Yat-sen: Fmsmted Pairiot (New York 1976). 42; Con et. al, 2 
Chlltese in Canada, 103 and 115n5). 

"' Roy, A White Man's Province, 269. 

"3 The contriiurion of the Chinese in the Dutch East indies was E3K$3OYûûO, and that of the 
Chinese in French Indo-lhina was HK$3î,550 (Hsueh , Huang H s k  and the Chinese Revolutiog 86.) 
Due to a lack of census data for 1910-11, an exact total of the overseas Chmese populations of these 
colonies is impossiile to obtain. The closest data availabte for fhe Dutch East hdies reveals a Chinese 
population in the colony of S63,OOO in 1905 and 809.000 m 1920 (Charles A, Coppet, indonesian Chinese 



of 3,458, conüibuted more money (KG33,OOO) to Sun than most wuntries, and 

Montreal, with a very small Chinese population of 1,200, contributed more money 

(HK$11,000) than the San Francisco branch of the CNL (which contributed HK$10,000), 

the headquarten of the movement in North ~merica."~ The success of the Tongrnenghui 

ui Canada was sûiking, and Canada's Chinese population contributed more money to 

Sun's movement than any other country in the world. 

Domestic Chinese Politics and the Chinese in Canada, 191 1-1 91 7 

The struggle for political power in China d e r  the 1911 Revolution had a 

signifiant impact on Chinese politicai organizations in Canada. The factions that sought 

power in China looked to the overseas Chinese for support, a development that 

significantly intensified political tension within Canada's Chinese popdation. This 

stniggle was particularly intense in Canada between the Chinese Nationalist League (the 

successot to Sun Yat-sen's Tongmenghui) and the Chinese consular officiais. The 

struggle between these two factions in Canada, which comrnenced after Sun's exile from 

China in 1914, was an important element of the surveillance of the Chinese in Canada. 

in Crisis (Mord 1983), 2). Reliable data for French indo-lhina is even more difficult to obtain: French 
colonial authorities estimated a Chinese population of benveen 100,000 and 233,000 in indo-China in the 
early pars of the cenhuy (Jefhy G. Barlow, Sun Yat-sen and the French. 1900-1908 (Berkeley 1979), 6.) 
Regardles, even a highly conservative estimate of the Chinese population of these colonies yields a figure 
five to six tims bigher than Canada m indeChina, and twenty to twenty-five times higher in the Dutch East 
hdies. 

l n  Figures for Canadian cities are h m  the census &ta h m  1911 rather than 1910 in Lai, 
Chiaatowns: Towns Within Cities in Cil~liida, 84 and 100. The Chinese population of California in 1910 
was 36,248, substantially larger than Canada's population of 27,774 (Min Zhou, ChiPatown: The 
Ecowmic Potentd of an Uiban Enclave (Philadelphia 1992), 44.) See also Hsueh, Huang Hsin~ and the 
Chmese Revolution, 86, 



This sriuggle intendied over the course of the Great War and was the catalyst, which 

caused Canadian authorities to ce-evaiuate the threat posed by the Chinese in Canada 

The renewal of the stmggle for the loyaity of the overseas Chinese was a direct 

result of the political fallout of the Republican Revolution in China. Sun Yat-sen was 

declareci Provisional President of the new Chinese Republic on December 29, 191 1, but 

recognized immediately that his lack of military power made his hold on power very 

tenuo~s."~ Sun was thus compelled to yield the presidency to Yuan Shikai, though he 

did so on the stipulation that Yuan would honour a new Chinese constitution and hold 

elections by 1913.'16 Yuan accepteci these terms, though he refused to move frorn his seat 

of power in Peking to govern h m  Nanjing as Sun had requested as a show of good 

intentions. 

After relinquishing the presidency to Yuan, Sun Yat-sen focused his attention on 

the task of transfonning the Tongrnenghui into an open, legitimate political party to 

contest the elections. M e r  many interna1 debates, the Tongmenghui merged with a 

variety of other parties to fom the National People's Party (~uomindan~)."~ The 

leadership of the new party fell to Song Jiaoren, one of Sun's most talented advisors who 

LIS Spence, The Search For Modem Chioa, 267. 

Il6 M., 278. Yuan was the leader of the Beiyaag Amy SE! was caiied upon by the Qing 
leadership to queii the revolution in 1911. He *ad negotiated a setîiement with Sun and the 
revolutionaries 

Yu, Party Politics in Rwublican China, 95-96, 101. The main parties involved m the metger 
with the Tongmeng hui were the regional Northern Party, the Joint Citizen's Progress Party and the 
Progressive Republican Society. 



played a large role in the formation of the Guomindang and the cirafting of the Republican 

Chinese constitution. "' 
Elections were held in China for the newly created Senate and House of 

Representatives in December 19 12 and January 19 13 respectively, and the Guomindang 

fared very well in both. The party won 269 of 596 seats in the House of Representatives 

and 123 of 274 seats in the ~enate."~ These results placed the Guomindang in a position 

of substantial authority in the young Chinese Republic, and Song Jiaoren stood poised to 

assume leadership of China as the new Premier. Song now took aim at Chinese President 

Yuan Shikai and cnticized him for his dependence on foreign loans and weak foreign 

policy.'20 He also campaigned for the creation of a system of regional autonomy and the 

election of provincial governors!2' However, Song's campaign was eut shon when an 

assassin shot and killed him in Shanghai on March 20, 1913. Direct evidence linking 

Yuan to the murder was sparse, but the leadership of the Guomindang was convinced of 

the President's culpability, and the result was open confiict between Yuan and the 

Guomindang. Interna1 dissension fatally weakened the Guomindang, as members debated 

the relative wisdom of acting against Yuan by constitutional means or through open 

rebe~i0n.I~~ A number of Guomindang membm defected to Yuan's camp, and the 

remnants of the party launched an dl-fated miIitary rebellion against Yuan in July 1913 

- - - - - - - - - 

'18 John King Fairbank, The Great Chiiiese Revolution. 1800-1985 (New York 1986), 172. 

'19 Spence, The Search for Modem China, 280. 

Yu, Partv Poiitics in Rqublican China, 107, Song was piuticularly critical of Yuan's film to 
check Russian aggression m Mongolia. 

121 Marie-Ciaire Beqhe, Sun Yat-sen (Stuiford 1998), 227. 



which the h i d e n t  crushed within two months.lu Yuan consolidated his victory by 

dissolving the Guomindang on November 4,1913 and introducing a new constitution that 

eliminated restraints on the power of the President and placed no limitations on the length 

of the presidential term of 0 f f i ~ e . l ~ ~  Sun Yat-sen was once again ciriven into exile. 

However, while Yuan had effectively eliminated the Guomindang as a domestic 

opposition force by January 1914, he could not act in kind against the party's North 

Amencan affiliate, the Chinese Nationalist League (CNL). The CNL was the successor 

in Canada to the Tongrnenghui, and by 1914, operated 42 branches across  anad da.'^ No 

official headquarters was established in Canada, though Zhen Shuyen, Director of Party 

Affairs in Canada and editor of the organization's official organ the New Republic, 

operated out of the Vancouver and Victoria branches.'26 

The CNL was a prominent political force in Canada between 191 1 and 19 14. The 

CNL faced no threat fiom the Peking consulat officiais in this period, and faced little 

effective opposition h m  the Empire Reform Association. The latter reorganized itself 

into the Constitutiondist Party (Xianzhengdang) after the Revolution, but lost most of its 

supporters after the 191 1 ~evolution.'~' The primary threat to the influence of the CNL 

in Canada in this period was the Cheekungtong (CKT), which broke its alliance with the 

'" Bergére, Sun Yat-sen, 255. 

'" Con et. al, Fmm China to Cana&, 3 13, The provincial breakdowu of CM. branches in Canada 
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1 each in Nova Scotia and NewfouMilaad. 



CNL &er the LW 1 Revolution. The CKT claimed that Sua had not adequately rewarded 

the organization for its contribution to the successful revolution, and the group emerged 

as one of the CNES chief political rivals between 191 1 and 19 1 8.L28 This rivaIry focused 

pnmarily on gaining influence over Chinese Canadian public institutions such as the 

Consolidated Benevolent Associations in Vancouver and ~ i c t o r i a ' ~ ~  

While the CNL sought to gain political influence in Canada's Chinese 

commwiities, the primary purpose of the organization remained fiidraishg in support of 

Sun Yat-sen. The CNL was vitally important to Sun's revolutionary cause, an importance 

demonstrateci by its success in resisting the mreeping organizational changes initiated by 

Sun Yat-sen af?er his exile. Ttie cmshing defeat suffered at the bands of Yuan Shikai 

forced Sun to reiirganize his revolutionary movernent. Convinced that he had erred in 

bis decision to transfonn the Guomindang into an open political party, Sun opted to 

return to the secret society mode1 that had won him success in 19 11. He inaugurated a 

new secret revolutionary organization, the Zhongguo gemingdang (Chinese 

Revolutionary Party), on July 8, 19 14, with restrictive membership cnteria and strict rules 

'% Edgar Wickberg, "Chinese and Canadian IntIuences on Chinese Poütics in Vancouver, 1900- 
1947," BCShidies 45 (1980), 44. 

'EI Tbough Canadian surveillance authorities did not pay as much attention io the CKT during the 
Great War as they paid to the cons* officiais and the CM.., the= is evidence to indicate that the 
organization was also subject to s w d a n c e  in 1916. Chambers comsponded with ihe editoc of the 
Chinese Times, the organ of the CKT, severai times in 1916 and 1917 to admonish the pubiication for 
tàiüng to c o q l y  with censorship regulations. The publication priuted marial that Chambers deemed to 
be prdierman, and Chambers warned that the power of the Press Censorship Office would be "exercised 
without mercy" unless the publication complied with censorship regulations. Ultimately, no action was 
taken against the Chinese Times, as it continued to publirh tbroughout the War. The pro-ûennan sentiment 
exptessed in the publication, however, was suffict*ent to convince Canadian surveillaoce authorities to 
miplexnent a surveiilance on the CKT's conespondence, aod telegram to and h m  CKT members were 
interceptai in the suinmer of 1916. (NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-1: Chambers to Editors of the 
Chinese Tmes, May 15,1916 and SuIy 10,1916; NAC, RG 6, E, VOL 86, File 2462: Chambers to Editors 
of the Clrinese Thes, March 24, 1917; NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 527, Fie 168A-2: Seized correspondence of 
CKT mmbers, May 26 and June 6,1916.) 



of submission to Sun as leader."' A promise of '$monal and undivided loyaity" to Sun 

was required of al1 members, an oaîh that had to be sealed with a fïngerprint."' 

Sun's comprehensive re-organization of the Guomindang, however, had only a 

limited impact on the CNL in North America, as many prominent leaders refised to 

acquiesce to Sun's organizational refonns. CNL President Lin Sen and VicePresident 

Feng Ziyou agreed with the need for a secret party to lead the revolutionary movement at 

the top, but argued that restrictive rnembership requirements and strict rules of obedience 

were unnecessary in North America, where the organization operated relatively free h m  

govenunent haras~ment."~ They also argued that adopting a secret society model would 

prevent the CNL h m  recruiting new members and undermine the organization's ability 

to raise funds. Thus, despite Sun's directives, the leaders of the CNL in North America 

refused to submit its members to the more onerous membership rituals, protest that was 

tolerated because of the organization's vital role in harnessing the economic support of 

the Chinese in North ~ m e r i c a . ' ~ ~  

The CNL's ability to resist the pressure to adopt a secret society model allowed 

the organization to prosper and grow in North America throughout the Great War. 

Branches of the CNL opened al1 across Canada during the War, including branches in 

srnail towns such as Dnunheller, Alberta, and Revelstoke, B.C.. By 1919, the CNL 

"O Yu, Partv Politics in Republican Chias, 122. 

'" ~bid. 119, 

'a~&dman, Backward Toward Revolution, 100. 
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operated fifty-six branches across Canada with an estimated rnembership of six to eight 

tho~sand. '~~ The North American membeiship of the CNL in 1916 was estixnated at 

70,000.'~' The organization fulfilled its mandate to mise fhds  for Sun Yat-sen; over the 

course of the War, the CNL r a i d  "hundreds of thousands of dollars" in North 

~merica."~ The most aggressive CNL fund-raising campaign in Canada began in July 

1917 when Zhen Shuyan cailed for a ''military fund for support" of Sun Yat-sen, a drive 

that resulted in the collection of appmximately $19,500 in just over three mon th^.'^' The 

CNL in the United States raised thousands of dollars for Sun as well, and also pressured 

the American governrnent to withhold financial support and loans for peking.13' Thus, 

despite a certain degree of dissension, the Chinese Nationdist League remained loyal to 

Sun Yat-sen throughout the years of the Great War and played a vital role in raising 

money for Sun's revolutionary efforts. While Sun faced a great deal of fundraising 

cornpetition h m  other revolutionary leaders in Souiheast Asia, such as Chen Qiongming 

and Li Liezhun, Sun's influence in North America remaineci dominant. '39 

'14 NAC, RG 6, E, vol. 526, fde 168-1: Reid CO Cbiunbers, Imuary 28, 1916; RG 6, E, Vol. 527, 
File 168A-4: Reid to Chambers, July 16, 19 17; Victoria fimes, Febniary 26, 1919; Vancouver World, 
August 20,1917. 

13* NAC, RG 6, E, vol. 86, file 246-1: Reid to Chambers, Novcmber 2, 1916. 

136 NAC, RG 6, E, vol. 86, îYe 246-2, "Chinese Consul Beïng Guarded fiom Enemies" (date 
Unhl0~1~). 

13' NAC, RG 6, E, vol, 526, file 168, part 3, Maicoûn Reid to Chambers, M y  6, 1917.: CNL 
Vancouver to Cm Branches amss Canada, Sept. 5, 1917; Zhen Shuyan to Liao Zhonghai, Sept. 11, 19, 
and Oct. 9, 1917. Liao Zhonghai was Sun Yat-sen's personal secretary in Shaoghai and the money was 
w k d  h m  Zhen to Liao in instalments in September and October 1917, 

Friedman, Bachivard Toward Revolution, 99, 
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The strong support thai Sun received in North America came despite a concerted 

effort by the Peking consular officiais to undermine the (SNL.'~~ This effort began in 

Canada in January 1914 when consul-general Yang Shuwen issued a request to Prime 

Minister Borden to ban the sale of arms and ammunition to al1 Chinese in Canada, and to 

prohibit the export of such goods to Yang claimed that cordial Sino-Canadian 

relations rested on the suppression of Chinese %belsy' that had taken refuge in Canada 

and whose revolutionary activity threatnied sîability in china."' Borden gave little 

serious attention to the appeal, responding only that the consul-general would have to 

make the request Uuough pmper diplornatic chmels befon it could be considered."' 

Receiving little satisfaction fiom the Canadian federal government on the issue of 

arms srnuggling, the Chinese consuiar o&ials adopted a more local strategy in their 

appeals. On November 2, 1914, a Chinese resident of Kelowna, B.C. named Kwong Lee 

Yeun was arrested for attempting to ship weapons and ammunition to Hong ICong.lU 

Vancouver consul Lin Shiyuan contacted Kelowna Chief of Police R.W. Thomas to 

''O The Chinese Foreign MinWûy issued instructions on January 16, 1914, to "al1 representatives of 
China abroad ... to request that meetings of C h i  rebel refiigees should be suppressed, rebel leaders 
deported and the sale of a m  and ammo to Chinese prohibited!' (RG 25, Vol. 1142, File 308: Harcourt to 
Govenior Genecal, March 11, 1914.) The Chinese consulsu ofücials in Canada represented the government 
of Yuan Shikai h m  1914 until the Chinese Resident's death in June 1916. The campaign to suppress the 
CNL continued d e r  Yuan's death, however, as the coosuls continued to represent the interests of (and take 
orders hm) Peking* which continued iis efforts to c d  Sun Yat-sen's movement. See Con e t  al., &gg 
C h b  to Canada, 105. 

"' NAC, BP, MG 26, H, Vol. 183 (hereafîer BP) #100264: mm, to the Colonial Secretary, 
February 16.1914. 

'" BP #100260: Yang Shuwen to Borden, Ianuary 19,1914. 

lu BP #100294: Pope to Botden, lune 23,1914. 

Kelownu Courier, December 10,1914. Spelling of Kwong Lee Yuen intwtionally copied h m  
the report in the Corner. Kwong attempted to smuggie two hundred Winchester rifles, an automatic 
Browning pistol and 700 rounds of annmml-tion. 



request a Worough investigation into tbis case or any other person who has shipped 

6rearms or ammunition into china."'" The Vancouver consul asked that any such 

offenders be dealt with "severely," but his appeai went unanswered. The Kelowna City 

Soiicitor withdrew the case after the Minister of Marine express4 no desire to 

p~secute.'46 

in April 1915, the Vancouver consul targeted the issue of "seditious addresses" 

and public assemblies in Vancouver. Lin Shiyuan wrote a letter to the Mayor of 

Vancouver to persuade him that "members and advocates" of revolutionary movements 

were creating trouble in Chinatown by attempting to rally the "ignorant and 

impressionable" elements of Chinatown to theù cause.'47 As a solution, Lin proposed 

that the consulate should be allowed to issue permits of approval prior to any Chinese 

public meeting, a process that would ailow him to screen any "mischief makers" before 

ihey could create trouble. This effort met with a receptive audience, and Vancouver City 

Council yielded to the Vancouver consul the nght to determine the acceptability of 

Chinese public assemblies in the city.'" 

The Chinese coasular officiais also took aim at the New Republic newspaper, the 

officia1 organ of the CNL in Canada. In March 1915, Lin Shiyuan attempted to persuade 

Victoria postmaster Hany Bishop to close "his majesty's mails to this malicious" and 

"mischievous publicationy' that atîempted to sow "the seeds of sedition and confiision" 

14* University of British Columbia Special Collections (hereaîler UBCSC), China Consul Fonds, 
1914: Lin Shiyuan to kW. Thomas, November 2,1914. 

'= Kelownu Couriet, December 10,1914. 

UBCSC, China Consul Fonds, 1915: Lm Shiyuan to Mayor of Vancouver, A p d  29, 1915. 

'" Con et. al., From Cbma to Caoada. 119. 



among the Chhese population of British ~olumbia . '~~  When Bishop proved unwilling 

to comply with the request, the Vaucouver consul took it directly to the Deputy 

Postmaster General of Canada, A. ~ o l d u c . ' ~ ~  To make his request more credible, Lin 

iacluded letters h m  prominent mernbers of Victoria's Chinese community, including 

Joe Gar Chow of the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association and Lee Dan of the 

Chinese Chamber of Commerce, both of whorn strongiy condernned the agenda of the 

New ~e~ub l i c . ' ~ '  

Once again, the consul's efforts to initiate immediate action against the New 

Republic failed; Bolduc retumed that he did not know of any authority that the Postal 

Service had 'ûnder which action codd be taken" against the publication, but did agree to 

forward the consul's request to the Press Censorship ~ f t i c e . ' ~ ~  Chief Press Censor Ernest 

J. Chambers outlined Canadian censorship regulations for the Vancouver consul and 

asked him to pmvide evidence that the New Republic had violated any of them."' Lin 

reluctantly admitted that while the New Republic "promote[d] the revolutionary cause" in 

Canada, the newspaper had not contravened Canadian censorship regulations.'SJ 

'" UBCSC, China Consul Fonds, 1915: Lin Shiyuaa CO Harry Bishop, March 2, 1915. 

''O NAC, RG 6, E, VOL 86, File 246- 1: Lin Io Bolduc, Junc 24,19 15. 

I S I  NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, Fie 2461: Joe Gar Chow to Lin Shiyuan, Feb. 27. 1915 and Lee Dan 
to Lin Shiyuan, March 1, 1915, both incIudcd m the letter h m  Lin to Bolduc, lune 24, 1915. Both the 
CCBA and the Chinese Chamber of Conrmerce were stauuch supporters of the Peking govenunent 
throughout the War. The conmils &O enjoyed the support of Lee Mongkow, the principal of the Chinese 
Public School in Victoria, and Sam Kee, one of ihe wealthiest Chinese merchants in Vancouver. See also 
Con et. ai., From China to Canada, 64 and 77. 

IS2 NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 2462: Bolduc to Chambers, September 24,1915. 

ln NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, Fie 246-2: Chamks Io lin, September 27,1915. 

'% NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-2: Lin to Ciiambers, ûctober20,1915. 



Thus, the Chinese consula. officials' attempts to suppress the activities of the 

CNL in 1914 and 1915 yielded Eew significant results. Aside from the Mayor of 

Vancouver, the government and law enforcement officials contacted by the consuls gave 

little more than polite acknowledgetnent to the requests and suggestions as to the 

appropriate authorities to contact. None of the activities of the CNL in Canada were seen 

to represent a threat to Canadian security: Canadian officials viewed the nvalry between 

the CNL and Peking as an issue of interest to the Chinese alane. 

This perspective changed in late 1916 and 1917, and the catalyst in this regard 

was a riot at the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association (CCBA) in Victoria On 

ûctober 8, 1916, members of the CNL disrupted a CCBA meeting to protest the outcome 

of the organization's executive elections in ~e~ternber.'~' A melee ensued which resulted 

in the arrest of ten Chinese on charges of aggravated assauIt and rioting.ls6 The riot was 

the first serious incident of politicai violence in Victoria's Chinese comrnunity since the 

outbreak of the Great War. 

The event received substantial media coverage in Victoria's newspapers, and the 

consular officids renewed their attack on îhe CNL. Unable to have the New Republic 

banned under Canadian censorship regulations, the Chinese consular officials attempted 

to pressure the Canadian governmmt to act against the CNL and the New Reptrblic on the 

premise that they represented a threat to peace and stability within Canada. Vancouver 

vice-consul David Lew hired Victoria iawyer H. W. Herscher to represent the Chinese 

lsS WCSC, C 3 k . e  Canadian Coiieetion, Box 4, File 6: Chuiese Times, lune 21,1917. 



consulate and offered Herschner a reward of $250 if he could successfiilly persuade 

Canadian authorities to suppress the New ~ e ~ u b l i c . ' ~  Over a period of severai months 

in late 1916 and early 191 7, Herscher made a sustained effort to convince Chief Press 

Censor Chambers and Capt. C. Tweedale, Chief District Intelligence Officer for Victoria, 

of the subversive and potentially dangerous nature of the New Republic. Herschner 

accused the editors of the newspaper of causing the Victoria riot by publishing a series of 

'hialicious inciting editorials" in the weeks leading op to the CCBA meeting.'" 

Herschner provided translations of the editorials, including one which allegedly 

advocated the murder of CCBA Resident Low Gee Quai. 

Herschner made reference to the Vancouver consul's previous appeals to have the 

New Republic banned, but claimed that the threat posed by the publication had evolved 

since 191 5. Herscher conceded that the N m  Reptrblic had primarily represented a threat 

to the stability of the Chinese govenunent in the put, but argued that it had now evolved 

into "a menace against the good govemment of [Canadar and a threat to "intemal public 

tranquillity."'sq He argued that the publication incited the "ignorant and rowdy element 

amongst the Chinese" to acts of violence, a threat which had the potential to "bring about 

Tong wars in the Province." His condemnation dso included an accusation of Gennan 

'" Victoria Daily Thes, November 21, 1916. The aüeged s01tfce of the riot w u  the C m ' s  
dissatisfaction at havïng failed to secure any senior posis for its members in tbe CCBA's executive 
electiom. 

ln NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 2462: Lew to Hastings, enclosed in letter h m  Thomton Feu to 
Chambers, Feb. 24,1917. 

lS8 NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 2462: FI- W, Herscher to Capt. Tweedaie, Oct 31,1916. 



complicity as ht suggested that "wherever trouble is created among our foreign 

population it is due to the work ofGeman agents." 

Herschner found a receptive audience in Tweedde, who endorsed the batrister's 

arguments and advacated immediate action against the N m  Repubiic. Tweedale argued 

that the publication shodd be investigated as an "act of courtesyn to a %endly neutrai 

power" and gave credence to Herschner's suggestion that the Chinese cevolutianary 

movement was a German coa~~iracy.'" Tweedale was particularly concerned that the 

publication might incite Tong Warfate in B.C.; he commented to Chambers tbat "as there 

ara in the neighbourhood of some 10,000 Chinese in the province, the trouble might 

assume proportions of sume magnitude." The infornation was forwarded to Solicitor 

Gened Arthur Meighen for his opinion, who fUrther validated the h e a t  posed by the 

New Republic: 

1 consider these Chinese publications to be very dangerous at the 
present tirne; they incite not only to revolution in China, but also to 
acts in furtherance or towards the inception thereoc within  anad da.'^' 

Despite these endorsements, the Chief Press Censor remained unwilling to 

suppress the Nav Republic without "proof of the publication of undesirable matter."'62 

Undaunted, Herschner continued his effort to convince Chambers of the subversive 

nature of the New Republic in December 1916. He claimed that he couid not obtain 

evidence of the nature demanded by Chambers because '%the medium of. ..Chinese 

character writing" was "always susceptible of a half dozen diffetent meanings," and thus 

''O NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-2: Tweedafe to Chambers, Nov. 3,1916. 

16' NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, F i i  246-2: Mam h m  the Officc of the Solicitor Gemmi, Nov. 13, 
1916, 



the New Republic would carry out its seditious activity through innuendo without 

explicitly violating ceasorship regdations!" Herscher again made referace to the 

Victoria CCBA riot and raised the spectre of further Chinese political violence in British 

Columbia: 

What would you say if these disorders required the whole military force 
of the Province to testore order? Our enexnies would bail with pleasure 
local disturbances among the foreign element in the Dominion and 
according to your ruling, we are helpless to invoke very usefiil orders. 

Herschner concluded with renewed accusations of Gennan influence behind the New 

Republic and declared that it was Chambers' "loyai duty" to suppress it. 

By February 1917, Chambers was clearly fiustrated with Herschner's persistent 

efforts to persuade him to ban the publication. An exasperated Chief Press Censor 

commenteci on the efforts to have the New Repubiic suppressed: '" 
It is a remarkable thing that there should be so much persistent 
harnmering at the New Republic, and yet my tequests for distinct 
and definite proof bring no replies fiom those who are attacking the 
paper in question. 

Closure finaily came through the intervention of Thornten Fell, legal consul for the 

editors of the New Republic. Fell pleaded the innocence of his clients and proved to 

provided Chambers with p m f  that the Vancouver vice-consul had provided Herschner 

- - 

'" NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-2: Chambecs to Lin. Nov. 17, 1916. 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-2: Herschwr to Chambers, Dec. 27,1916. 

'* NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-2: Herschner to Chambers, Jan. 8,1917. 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol, 86, File 246-2: Chambers to Reid, Feb, 12, 1917. A renewed apped for 
concrete proof that the publication had contmvened cessorship law yielded no resuits. Chambers sent 
copies of the New Republic to consul-generai Yang Shuwen, who admitteci that he couid "hardly nnd any 
sentimnt or criticism there which would be objectionable to the Wac Measure" (NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, 
Füe 246-2: Chambers to Yang Sbuwen, Feb. 17,1917; Yang Shuwen to Chambers, April25,1917. 



with incorrect translations of the allegedly idammatory edit~rials. '~~ Chambers was 

satisfied with this expianation, which put an end to the efforts to have the New Republic 

b a n d  in connection with the Victoria CCBA riot.16' 

Oa the surface, the unsuccessfùl campaign to have the Nav Republic banned 

represented another setback for the Chinese consular officials in Canada. The effort had 

failed, and the attempt to mislead Canadian authorities with questionable translations of 

the New Republic weakened the credibility of the Vancouver diplomatic officials in the 

eyes of Canadian authorities. Despite this failwe, the strategy adopted by the consuls to 

present the New Republic and the CNL as threats to public order and stability in Canada 

proved very beneficial to their cause in the long tenn. While this argument did not spark 

an immediate re-evaluation of the threat posed by the CNL, it did find a receptive 

audience among some surveillance otXcials, and raiseci for the first tirne the possibility 

that the Chinese revolutionary orgaaization posed a threat to Canadian security and public 

urder. 

Canada and the ShQment of Chinese Labourers, 191 7-1 8 

The event most responsible for the widespread acceptance by Canadian authorities 

of this intemal threat was Canada's involvement in the shipment of Chinese labourers to 

the Western Front. Between Apnl 1917 and March 1918, nearly 75,000 Chinese 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol, 86, File 2462: Thomton Feu to Chambers, Feb 24, 1917. FeU 
represented the defendants in the Victoria CCBA riot trials, during which time the translations of the 
editorials had been disnedited. He bad also ceptesented Chinese seeking damages arising h m  anti- 
Chuiese violence in the 1887 Riot in Vancouver. See Con e t  al., From China to Cam&, 63. 

'67N~C, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 2462: Chambers to Feu, March 2, 1917. 



laboures were tramporteci across Canada for embarkation to ~nnîe. '" These shipments 

raised significant security concerns for Canadian authorities, who feared that hostile 

Chinese in Canada might sabotage the shipments. This conceni was heightened after 

Canadian officials intercepted a flood of Chinese correspondence whicb expressed 

admiration for Gerrnany and opposition to Chinese participation in the War. By March 

1918, Canadian surveillance officials viewed the country's Chinese population in a new 

and negative light, and took the threat of subversion posed by the Chinese more seriously 

than ever. 

Chinese leaders fint proposed the idea of sending Chinese labourers to work in 

France in June 1915 in an effort to avoid the "dangerous situation of complete 

isolation."169 By August 1916, the British and French had ssured the right to hire 

independent contractors to r m i t  labourers in China The Entente established processing 

stations in Shandong, Weihaiwei and Qingdao, and recruitem had little difficulty 

attracting Chhese men that sought to escape the poverty and uncertainty of theu 

horne~and.'~~ Shipping the labourers safely to France proved to offer a significant 

challenge: the British favoured sending the labourers through the Suez Canal and into the 

Mediterranean, but that option proved to be too dangerous dler a German U-boat 

torpeâoed the French ship Athos in the fa11 of 1916, MIing 543 Chinese workers!'l 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 620, File 331-1, "Chinese Coolies Sent to the Front in France." 1 have 
caiculated the local number of labourers shippcd across Canada to be 74,671, based on the ship d e s t s  
avaiiable in Fie 331-1. 

lm Chi, China Didoriiacy, 129. 

ln, Spence, The Search For Modem China, 290-91. 

"' Micbael Smmrskili, China on the Western Front: Britam's Chinese Work Force in the Fi i t  
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British authorities decided that it would be safer to ship them from China to Vancouver, 

sead them across Canada via rail, and then complete the trip across the Atlantic where 

they would be protected by naval convoys. This plan was approved, and the l k t  

shiprnent of Chinese labourers arriveci in Vancouver on the Empress of Russia on Aprïl3, 

1917.'~ 

Before the &val of the Empress of Rlrssia, the Chief Press Censor took rneasures 

to ensure the secrecy of the labour shipments. Chambers circulated a memo to Canadian 

telegraph companies and to editors of Canadian publications which stated tbat it was 

"considered highly desirable that the transportation of these men thraugh Canada occur 

without any publicity what~oever.""~ Chambers later justified this blanket ban by stating 

that it was necessary to: 

Prevent tarnpering with the coolies while en route through Canada 
by men who were either agents of the enemy or of certain revotutionary 
organizations in China having brinches throughout the Dominion.'" 

This focus on 'agents of the enemy' and 'revolutionary organianizations' reveals a continued 

suspicion of the CNL and the Chinese consuIar officiais, both of which were investigated 

on the suspicion of  intention to sabotage the transports. 

With regard to the labour shipments, suspicion did not fa11 on the Chinese 

goverment as a whale; the govemment of C h  initiated the negotiations to recruit 

Chinese workers, and Peking expressecl a wiilingness to cooperate with the Canadian and 

ln NAC, RG 6, E, Vo1.620, File 33 1-1: Wilîiam Duncan Scott to Chambers, March 12, 1917. 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 620, Fik 33 1-1: Coniïdential CuniIar 10 Canadian Editors (CPC 481, 
issued on March 14 1917. 
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Imperia1 authorities in an effort to maintain sirkt silence regarding the shipmmt~. '~~ 

However, Canadian surveillance authonties did pay very close attention to Vancouver 

vice-consul David Lew. Lew was a trained lawyer and former secretary of the Chinese 

Consolidated Benevolent Association in Victoria, and was known to Canadian 

surveillance authorities as the man who hired H. W. Herscher to attempt to have the 

Nas Republic suppressed, and who provided the bamster with the misleading 

translations. Lew was also observed meeting with Viscount Di Villa of Seattle, a 

suspectecl of spy with links to the Central POW~CS.~" Immigration inspecter Malcolm 

Reid characterized Lew as a "menace," the most dangerous of the individuals under 

surveillance in the Vancouver v on su la te.^" 

With this in rnind, Canadian surveillance officials observed with concem a 

meeting between Lew and the President of the Trades and Labour Council James 

McVety, at which Lew allegedly spread nunous about the true destination of the Chinese 

 labourer^."^ Canadian officials believed that Lew, presurnably working on behalf of 

Gennany, was attempting to gain the cooperation of organized labour to interfere with the 

labour ~hi~rnents.''~ This suspicion heightened in June 1917 when William Yates, 

General Secretary of the Trades and Labour Council, delivered a speech denouncing the 

'?' NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 620, FiIe 33 1-1 : Chambus CO W. Banks, Editor of the Globe, May 7,1917. 

Ibid.. See also Keshen, Promanda and Censorshio Dunne Canada's Great War, 242n20. 
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shipment of the Chinese laburers and accusing the CPR of diverting several hundred of 

the workers to use as labour on CPR lines in ~askatchewan.'~~ Yates also denounced the 

shipments as iilegal on the basis that the labourers had paid no head tax. The Department 

of Immigration launched an extensive investigation iato Yates, but investigators were 

unable to conclude with confidence that Yates "play[ed] the double game!''8' 

Surveillance authorities also suspect& that the CNL would attempt to sabotage 

the labour ~hi~rnents."~ Sun Yat-sen denounced the employment of Chinese workers in 

France as exploitation at the hands of the Entente. In response to the sinking of the Athos 

by a Geman U-boat, Sun focuseà the venom of his attack not on Germany but on the 

Entente, calling the recruitment of Chinese labourers a "ûap [with] which the British and 

French lured out countrymen and thus sent them to their deatl~.""~ The rnost serious 

incident of CNL interference with the labour shipments occurred in January 1918 when 

Canadian authorities leamed that a Chinese interpreter in Vancouver named Leung Shou 

Yat was spreading false rwnourç among the labourers. An investigation revealed that 

Leung, an active member of the CNL, told incoming Chinese workers that one-tenth of 

the laburers sent to France had been "drafied as f'ust line fighting men for service in the 

"lllegal Use of Chinamen," Bririih Columbian, Iune 14, 1917. 

'*' 'AC, E, vol. 620.' file 33 1-1: Report of Speciai Operator #îO8 to Reid, July 13, 1917. 

lu This cpisode did not represent the 6rst îime that the Canadian govemment concerned itself 
over the potential sabotage of rail shipments by German agents or German sympathizers in Canada. In 
1914, a plan to ship Japanese ttoops amss Canada for service on the Western Front was considered, 
leading to concern that Gennan saboteurs would sûike at the Canadian Pacinc Railway. See Martin 
Kitchen, "The Gemian invasion of Canada in the FVst World War," International History Review 7 (1985), 
251. 

Sun Yat-sen, "The Question of China's Survivai" in Donald G. Gillan, Ramong H. Myers and 
Julie Lee Wei, eds, Prescriutions for Savinp Chiaa: Selected Writinas of Sun Yat-sen (Stantiord 1994). 
137. 



b n t  trenche~.'"~ Of even greater concem was the fact that Lemg had eorresponded 

with a newspaper in Weihaiwei, which promptly p&ed his nuwurs as fact.18' 

Authonties were not entirely certain whether Leung's motives were personal or political, 

as he claimed to have spread the rumours because he was "dissatisfied with the manner in 

which the authorities [were] paying his wages." Nonetheless, Canadian and imperial 

authorities were concemed that "enemy agents and pacifists in China" used reports such 

as Leung's to undermine recruitment in China, and the case was taken very s e r i o ~ s l ~ . ' ~ ~  

The case was forwarded to the War Office, which detemiined that there was insuffkient 

evidence to take legal action against Leung, but recornmended that a "strict censorship of 

this individual's correspondence" be maintained to ensure that he did not create M e r  

tr~uble."~ 

The main significance of Canada's involvement in the shipment of Chinese labour 

to France was that it acted as a catalyst for the extension of suspicion over the country's 

Chinese population as a whole. This was related to the concem over the sabotage goals 

of the political factions in that the scope of the security concems demanded that 

authorities keep a closer eye on the rank and file members. However, Canadian 

authorities expressed for the first tirne concem over the subversive potential of the 

country's Chinese population as a whole, regardless of political affiliation. This 

- .- -- 

'" NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 620, File 331-1: Reid to Chambers, Jm 18,1918. Leung worked in a 
milituy hospita1 in Vancouver where the labourers were checked upon &val in Vancouver. 

' 8 ~  NAC, RG 6, F., Vol. 620, Fîle 33 1-1: Grtbm Sladen to Su Willoughby Gwaikin, Chief of the 
G e n d  S a  Jan. 11,1918. 

' 8 6 ~ ~ ~ ,  RG 6, E, Vol. 620, File 331-1: MIS to Major G. C. Carveell, Military Headquartea, 
Montreal, Jan. 18,1918. 

'" NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 620, File 331-1: Wu Office to Chambers, March 8,1918. 



rqresented an important turning point in the evolution of the Canadian perception of the 

threat posed by the Chinese. 

As per guidelines established before the War, mail to and h m  neutrai countries 

during wartime was subject to censorship, and as China did not declare war on the 

Central Powers until August 1917, mail to and fiom China was subject to this 

reg~iation.'~~ Intercepteci Chinese mail was not a source of widespread concem to 

Canadian authorities until Apnl 1917, when surveillance officiais intercepted a deluge of 

correspondence that expressed vehement opposition to the Chinese labour shipments. 

Many of the seized Ietters expressed distrust regardhg the true intentions of the Allies: 

one Chinese resident of Vancouver wrote to his family in Canton to warn them not to be 

induced to join the labour batta~ions:"~ 

They were under the impression that they would go over to work as 
labourers but they will be used as soldiers at the battle fiont. 1 see 
them going but surely 1 shall not see them return. 1 wish you would 
warn our village people that if any agents corne over to induce our 
village people to go, that you will warn them not to go. 

Another seized letter intended for Canton expressed similar sentiments:'90 

A Ship bas been sunk some tirne ago in the Atlantic Ocean with s w e d  
Chinese on board.. . by a German submarine.. .two or three thousand 
Chinese h m  Changtoa Province are coming on the next boat and they 
are going to France to fight in the trenches ... my brother is coming but 
you (his uncle) should persuade him not to listen to the Allies agents. 

'" Keshen, h ~ a ~ a I I d i 3  and cens ors hi^ Durine Canada's Great War, 74. These guidelines were 
established by the Coomittee on Impenal Defence. 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 620, Fiie 331-1: Seized letter h m  Ho Wig Yee to On Wo Heî, April Il ,  
1917. 

IgO NAC, RG 6, E, Vol 620, Fiie 331-1: Seized letter fiom Chow Jung Shhg to Way On Co., date 
unlmown, 



A third intercepted letter commentai that 10,000 Chinese were already working in "the 

battiefield in Russiag* where they were "undergoing untold sufferings," and speculated 

tûat the labourers en route to Canada would be '%mmferred to France and no doubt get 

served the same fate."lg' 

Another cornmon sentiment expressed in the seized cortespondence was respect 

for the military power of Germany. One Chinese resident of Ladner expressed this 

sentiment in a letter to canton:Ig2 

China had no right to join the Allies as Germany has been so strong that 
ten small countries have been swept to the ground by her. Pretty soon 
they will attack the capital of England (that is London) and they will grab 
China as easy as taking her hand out of her pockets ... The Chinese 
officiais received bribes so that they betrayed the country and joined 
the allies side.. .Germany is invincible.. .no country in the world can 
conquer her. 

Another seized letter commented that China would "suffer by joining the Allies" at the 

hands of Germany, which had already %ped outy' Belgium, Serbia, Montenegro and 

Roumania h t h e r  correspondent turned the venom of his attack against the 

Chinese labourers themelves, remarking that tûey "deserve to die."'" 

It is hardly surprising that a great deal of cynicism existed about the true motives 

of the Allies: wbile the labourers were not actuaUy used as soldiers, their working 

- -  -- 

19' NAC, RG 6, E, VOL 620, File 331-1: Seized letter h m  Lee Sit K m  to On Yick, Apnl 1 1, 
1917. 

19' NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 620, Fiie 331-1: Seized letter h m  Mon L n  to Tak Whg Sang, April 11, 
1917. 

193 NAC, RG 6, E, VoI. 620, Fiie 33 1-1: Seized letter h m  Sit Sing Bok to Hong Fwk Tung, Apd 
11, 1917. 

19) NAC, RG 6, E, Vol, 620, F i k  33 1-1: Seued letter fromSmg ûn Co., New Westmîuster to 
Shanghai Ice and Coldstorage Co., Aprü 11,1917. 



conditions were extremely dangernus. Over 2000 Chinese died on the Western Front, and 

Chinese labourers mutinied against British and French military authorities on several 

acca~ions.'~~ Between 1916 and 1918, Chinese workers in France mutinid twenîy-five 

thes, and as the labourers were subject to military law while under contract, retriiution 

for such insubordmation was often severe.lw However, in the judgment of surveillance 

authorities, the seized letters revealed clear opposition to the labour shipments and 

represented an intemal threat to Canada's conûibution to the War effort. Surveillance 

authcrrities characterized the attitude of the Chinese in Canada towards the War as 

"unaccountabl y hostile" and "rremarkably antagonistic."'97 Chambers commentai that the 

intercepted tetters demonstrated ''ththe great importance of preventing the Chinese in transit 

h m  coming into co~ection with Chinese resident in Chambers noted that 

"numerous intercepted communication h m  Chinamen resident in Canada ... indicate a 

remarkable desire to prevent this rnovement" and hat mesures had been taken by 

"Chinamen cesidmg in Canada" IO induce the laboums to mutiny.'" The military was 

instnrcted to take "special tare-...to prevent Chinese coolies communicating in any way 

with Chinese residents in m ana da."^^ The Chief Press Censor paid special attention to 

lg5 Spence, The Search for Modem China, 291. 

'% S~1tlll3ef~kiii, China on the Western Front, 8 1-82,lSO. 

'" NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 620, File 33 1-1 : Cbamûm to Reid, May 6, 1917; Chambers to Chief of 
the Generai Staff Willoughby Gwatltin. May 6,19 17. 

'% NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 620, File 33 1-1: Chambers to Sherwood and GwatLin, A p d  19,1917. 

lg9 NAC, RG 6, E, vol, 620, File 331-1: Chambers to LieuL COL A- W. RictÜirdson, Corps of 
Guides, Kingston, August 8, 1917; Chambers to Acton B m w s ,  Editor in Chef of Canadian Railway and 
Marine Worid, Aprü 21,1917. 

NAC, RG 6, E, VOL 620, Füe 33 1-1: Adjutant Generai to Officer Comniandiog Military 
DirtnftNo. 11,Apd20,1917. 



the Chinese laquage press in Canada because "with îhe movement of coolies, we cannot 

af5ord to be taken in flank by hostiIe Chinese publications!'201 And on the 

recommendation of Robert Nathan of the india Office and the Dominion Commissioner 

of Police Percy Sherwood, a "blanket order" was issued to telegraphic companies to 

funiish copies of al1 "Chinese messages, commercial or otherwise, of government 

interest" to surveillance a~thorities.'~~ There was dl1 a fwus on leaders and 'pmminent 

Chinamen' in Canada, but the seized domestic correspondence of the Chinese population 

of Canada revealed, in the view of Canadian surveillance authorities, a population that 

was vehernently opposed to the War, sympathetic to Gennany, and, with reference to the 

labour shipments, potentially subversive. 

'O' NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-1: Chambers to Reid, April8,1917. 

'Oz NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 526, File 168A-3: Reid to Chambers, Oct. 23, 1917. This order 
represented the menacanent of an ocder issued just pcior to the arriva1 of die k t  labour banalions to "have 
the telegraphic correspondence of the Chinese in Canada more closely watchedn (NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 
526, File 168-2: Chambers Co the Managers of the Telegraphic Companies in Canada, Feb. 28,1917) This 
order yielded liitle material of interest, and Robert N a h  revaked the order in May, but Nathaa and 
Sherwood judged in October that it would be prudent to ce-censor %e majority of the Chinese telegraphic 
messagesn (NAC, RG 6, E, VOL 526, File 168A-3: Reid to Chunbus, May 28,1917; NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 
526, File 168A-3: Reid to Chambers, Oct. 23,1917), 
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Racism, the 'Red Scare,' and the Ban of ihe Chinese Nationalist Leamie 

The intemal surveillance activity of the Canadian govenunent gradually extended 

over various elements of the country's Chinese population and was comprehensive by the 

autumn of 1917. While Canadian officiais had grown iiicreasingly wary of the 

subversive potential of the Cbinese in Canada, the govemment refrained £tom initiating 

any widespread repressive measures against the Chinese, such as intenunent or 

suppression of their political organizations. This situation altered significantly on 

September 25, 1918, when the Canadian government banned the Chinese Nationalist 

League. 

The suppression of the Chinese Nationalist League represents the most signifiant 

act of discrimination against the Chinese in Canada during the Great War. The ban was 

ordered d e r  investigators concluded that the organization had incited the murder of Tang 

Hualong, a Chinese government rninister travelling in Victoria, B.C.. Although the ban 

represented a reaction to a specific act of potitically motivated violence, several forces 

that shaped the surveillance of the Chinese in Canada heavily iafluenced the decision. 

This chapter will analyze the ban of the CNL in the context of some of these forces, as 

well as two elements that idormed the marner in which Canadian authorities viewed the 

CNL as they investigated the organization's involvement in the assassination: racism, 

which influenced the manner in which Cauaciian authorities interpreted evidence against 

the CNL, and secondly, the impact of the 'red scare' on the Borden Administration's 

perception of the threat posed by Canada's immigrant populations. 



The Assassination of Tang Hualong 

On September 1,1918, in Victoria, B.C., a barber named Wong Chun assassinated 

Tang Hualong, a Chinese government minister travelling through Canada en route to 

China. Wong ambushed the Minister and his entourage and fatally shot Tang twice at 

close rangeFo3 M e r  failing to shoot the MUiisterYs Secretaiy, Wong twned his weapon 

on himself and cornmitteci suicide. Tang was a politician of some prominence; at the 

tirne of his assassination, he was the acting Minister of the interior and Education, and 

Speaker of the House of ~e~resentatives.~'~ The assassin was a member of the Chinese 

Nationalist League, and as the Chinese minister was on an officia1 state visit to secure 

War loans for the Peking government, investigators judged the crime to be politically 

moti~ated?~~ Senior Canadian officiais endoned the judgement, which had profouiid 

ramifications for the CNL in Canada. Less than one month after the murder of Tang 

Hualong, the Canadian govemment decIared the Chinese Nationalist League an illegal 

organization under Order in Coumil PC 23&2.20b 

Victoria Daily Colontst, Sept. 5, 1918. Tang Hualong's entourage consisted of his personal 
secretary Ho Te Hui, a Chinese sîudent h m  the University of Washington named Fei Lin, and the 
Vancouver consul. 

'04 BCARS, GR 1327, File 166/1918: Coroner's Inquest into the Death of Tang Hualong, Sept 4, 
1918: Testirnony of Ho Te-hui, Page 5. 

'OS Victoria Daily Colon&, Sept 4, 1918. 

A total of thirteen organizaaons were banneci under PC 2384: The Industrial Workers of lbe 
World, The Russian Social Democxatic Party, The Russian Revolutionaty Group, The Russian Social 
Revolutionists, The Russian Workers Union, ïhe Ukmmian Social Democratic Party, The Sacial 
Demicratic Party, The Social Labour Party, The Group of Social Dammats of Boishedci, The Gcoup of 
Social Dem>crats of Anarchists, The Workers Intemational indusuiai Union, The Chinese Nationaiïst 
League and the Chinese Labow Gssociation (hkroria 'iimes, Oct. 10, 1918.) The Chinese Labour 
Association (Zhonghua Gongtang) was organized in 19 16 and had between 500 and 600 members by 1918. 



The language Victoria's newspapers used to describe the event is revealing. 

Headlines in the Victoria Daily Colonist declared "Local Chinatown in a Ferment: 

Assassination of Tang Hua Lung Creates Great Excitement and Predictions Made of 

Further  rouble."'^' The reporter noted that "an Orientai impassiveness [sic] 

characteristic of the Chinese" could not "hide the unde~urrent of excitement" ia 

Chinatom afkr the murder, and that despite their effort to "solve the real inwardness of 

the shooting," the police could not permeate "a seemingly impenetrable veil of mystery 

and silence" surrow1d'ig the event. The same reporter commented that Wong committed 

the murder %th a fataiism peculiar to the Oriental," and in the annath, Chinatown 

was "seething" and "rife" 6 t h  speculation of the l i i e l ihd  of reûibution and M e r  

violence. 

The reporter's description of violence in an ethnic enclave that was fundamentally 

different and ultimately incomprehensible to outsiders is typicai of the manner in which 

White Canadians viewed Chinese in the first decades of the twentieth century. The 

perception that Europeans (or Euro-Canadians) and Chiese were separated by an 

unbridgeable racial gulf had a tong tradition in Westeni culture, and was an important 

factor in sustainhg the suspicion of the Chinese. Traditional stereotypes about Chinese 

slyness and deceit, and the belief that the Chinese were "wiiy individuals" allowed 

Canadian surveillance authorities to continue the surveillance of the Chinese despite the 

The Association played a I*iding rote in the increased imlieaacy of Chiucse workers near the end of the 
Great War @ce Con e t  ai, Fmm Ghina ta Canada, 130). 



overwhehning lack of evidence against themF8 Furthermore, the belief that Chinese 

politics were mysterious and incomprehensible to outside observers ultirnately absolved 

investigators h m  the necessity of securing concrete evidence linking the CNL to the 

assassination of Tang Hualong. Though the ovenivhelming majority of evidence collected 

against the CNL was circumstantial at best, it was deemed sufficient to condemn the 

organization based on the conclusion that the New Reptiblic had incited the act by 

pubiishing a series of vague metaphors that insinuated that CNL members should murder 

Tang to punisti him for senring Chinese Premier Duan ~ i r u i ? ~  The fact that the CNL 

was a Chinese political organization was an important factor in shaping the investigators' 

interpretation of the evidence against the League; ultimately, it allowed them to perceive 

deceit and treachery without hard corroborating evidence. 

While racial stemtypes heavily influenced the decision to ban the CNL, the swift 

and decisive response of the Canadian govemment to the assassination was indicative of 

the Borden administration's commitment in the autumn of 1918 to cmsh the perceived 

threat posed by immigrant populations. Widespread labour unrest in Canada in the wake 

of the Russian Revolution escalated in the summer of 1918; the proliferation of general 

strikes across Canada, placed the Canadian govemment under great pressure to act 

against socialist organizations, most of which found their strongest support amongst 

immigrant populations (especially those of Eastern European  rig gin.)^'^ 

'00 NAC, RG 6, E, Vol 86, File 2461: Chambers to Reid, Feb. 16,1916. 

BP #136355: Report of the Public Safety Branch on the Assassination of Tang Hualong and the 
Chniese Nationaiist League, Oct 16,1918. 

''O ROSS McCormack, Reformers. Rebels. and Revolutionaries: The Westem Canadian Radical 
Movcment, 1899-1919 (Toronto 1977). 146,149. 



Prime Minister Borden reçponded by hiring Montreal lawyer CH. Cahan to 

investigate the k a t  posed by Canada's foreign populations. While his iavestigations 

focused pcimarily on the threat posed by immigrant labour groups, the assassination of 

Tang Hualong drew his attention to the activities of the CNL. Cahan was quickly 

convinced of the subversive nature of the CNL, and as a cesult, issued a series of 

recommendations to Prime Minister Borden intended to cmsh the threat posed by the 

organization?" Thus, while the suppression of the Chinese Nationalist League 

cepresented the culmination of four years of surveillance and was based largely on a 

racially specific interpretation of evidence, the CM., was also the victim of unfortunate 

timing, as the assassination of Tang Hualong occurred in the midst of Cahan's 

investigations into the threat of immigrant populations in Canada. Amieci with 

extraordinary powers to act against 'enemy aiiens' and informed by racial stereotypes 

regarding Chinese deceitfiilness, authocities acted against the Chinese Nationalist League 

quickiy and decisively. 

Racism, The Surveillance, and the Ban of the CM 

By 1914, a perception of the Chinese 'race' that set the Chinese clistinctly apart 

fiom Western cultures was f h d y  entrenched in White Canadian society. With regard to 

the surveillance, the most important stereotype about the Chinese was their inherent 

dishonesty, slyness and deceitfulness. Nineteenth century European observers in China 

'" BP # 136360-61: Report on the Assassinafion of Tang Hualong, enclosed in a letter frornC.H. 
Cahan to Borden, On 22,1918. 



(such as Protestant missionaries) perpetuated the image of the treacherous and 'wily' 

Chinese, an image that wai weU established in Canada by the late nineteenth century?" 

Euro-Canadian observers commonly held that the Chinese had no regard for tmth and 

valued the capacity to deceive far more than h o ~ e s t ~ ? ' ~  The most disturbing 

manifestation of this inherent treachery, in the eyes of White observers, was the secret 

society, which, in the words of Peter Ward, "seemed an insidious device to evade the law 

with impunity" and was an institution that garnered much attention in the White media!" 

The language used by Canadian government officials during the surveillance to 

descnie their Chinese targets demonstrates that their perceptions were influenced by 

traditional racial stereotypes. The Chief Press Censor used racially loaded language in his 

correspondence with the editor of the Chinese Times in 1916 when he wamed him not to 

"slyly deviate the lest  particle fbm the lines of tmth and l ~ ~ a l t ~ . " ~ ' ~  Chambers M e r  

noted that the Chinese were "wiiy individuais to deal with" and seemed genuinely 

mystifkd by what he referred to as the 'bmysterious oriental mind."" He comrnented 

'" Ward, White Canada Forever, 9. Roy also notes that the Chinese were commonly hired in the 
1880's as house servants "despite cornplaints that the Chinese were 'cunning, secretive and ueacherous"' 
(Roy, A White Man's Province, 41). 

"" Ward, White Canada Forever, 10. The Chinese Times, a Chinese-Imguage newspaper pubüshed 
in Vancouver, commented on at least two occasions fiom 1914 to 1918 that the White media exaggerated 
the prevalence of secret society violence (or 'tong' warîàre) in Briiish Columbia. On Febniary 17, 1915, 
the Chinese Times commented that a "badly reported" Victoria newspaper had mistakenly attriiuted a 
murder-suicide in Victoria's Chinatown to 'Tong Warfarr," and similarly reported on April 12, 1916 that 
the Victoria media had "exaggerated' an assault case by "sacking the term tong war ont0 the incident" 
(UBCSC, Chinese CanadianCoiiection, Box 4, File 3, Chmese Emes Feb. 17,1915: Box 4, Fie 4, Chinese 
Times April 12, 1916). 

'15 NAC, RG 6, E, Vol, 86, File 246-1: Cbambm to the Editors of the Chinese Kmes, Jdy 10, 
1916. 

NAC, RG 6, E, VOL 86, File 246-1: Chambers to Reid, Feb, 16.1916; Chambers to Reid, Sept. 
4, 1916. 



tbat the "oriental mind is a...peculiar one" and advised that Canadian officiais should 

exercise caution when intervening in Chinese political &airs because the "operations of 

Chinese politicians are beyond our under~tandin~.'~~" This comment suggests mat 

Chambers perceived the gap between the Chinese and White Canadians to be racial rather 

than cultural, one that could not be bridged by observation of the Chinese or immersion 

into Chinese Canadian society. For Chambers, a complete understanding of Chinese 

political activity was 'beyond' the capacity of White observers; the 'mysterious' and 

'peculiar' oriental mind was too m a t  a banier to be overcome. 

Immigration Inspecter Malcolm Reid was less impressed with the 'mysterious 

oriental mind' as he clearly believed himself to be an accomplished authority on Chinese 

political activity. Nevertheless, Reid subscribed to racial preconceptions about Chinese 

treachery and slyness. in October 1917, Reid received an intercepted telegram addresseci 

h m  the CNL bmch in Calgary to its counterpart in Vancouver that conveyed the 

message "Be secret. Don't proclaim." Despite the fact that Reid had no idea of the 

context of the message, these four words were sufficient for him to conclude that the 

CNL ''impresses on its members the necessity of great secrecy in their matters.'"" Even 

more revealing is correspondence between Reid and the Dominion Co-ssioner of 

Police Sir Fercy Shmood in April 1916. Sherwood questioned the necessity of the 

surveillance of the CNL since four months of meillance had failed to uncover anythhg 

'" NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, Fiie 246-1: Chambers to RH Helmer, Militia HQ m Ottawa, Jdy I O ,  
1916; NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-2: Chambers to Reid, Feb. 17,1917. 

2 ' % ~ ~ ,  RG 6, El VOL 526, Fiie 168A-3: Reid to Chambers, October 19,1917. 



'90 indicate pro-Germanism" in its ~or res~ondence~ '~  Reid justified continued 

surveillance on the basis that?" 

Whilst it is quite me very Iittle has been discovered to show that 
the Chinese are pro-German, we do not know what the code messages 
have contained along those lines. Many of the travellers have stated 
that the Chinese are pro-German and our own special interpreter 
Worms me that undoubtedly their sympathies are with the Germans. 

in Reid's estimation, the fact that several months of surveillance had failed to uncover 

comborating evidence did not absolve the CNL fiom guilt, but rather dernonstrateci that 

it had used code to circurnvent the surveillance mesures. Under such circumstances, the 

CNL could not retùte the charges levied against it. 

Racial stereotypes about the Chinese also clearly influenced the manner in which 

Canadian investigators interpreted evidence regarding the assassination of Tang Hualong. 

The collection of evidence used to condemn the CNL's involvement in the crime was 

hardly Unpressive; while the assassin Wong Chun was an active CNL mernber, there was 

no evidence that expticitly linked the organization to the crime.22' The censorship of the 

W s  correspondence yielded no evidence that the organization sanctioned the act, and 

in f a t  evidence seized after the ban cast some doubt on the CNL's guikm In addition, 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 526, Fie 168A: Sherwood to Chamber, Apd10,1917. 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 526, Fie 168A: Reid to Sherwood, Apd 17,1917. 

*' See also Con et. al., From China to Canada, 105. 

" A Ietter was seized during a police raid on President Zhen Shuyan's house in December 1918 
which stated that the murder was the "work of a féw memben of the League" and which stresseci thai 
League members, to avoid die wrath of the Canadian goverment, would have to "obey Canadian law" and 
'Peep quiet and not foolishly make any more troubles" (NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-2: Letter h m  
Way Yet-sun to Zhen Shuyan, Dec. 2, 1918, enclosed in a letter h m  Reid to Chamben, Feb. 10, 1919.) 
Similady, a censored telegram sent h m  the CNL in Havana to the CNL in New York included a 
description of a speech given in Havana by Lo Pan Koung, an rnember of the CNL in Cariada, which 
outhed the ceasons for the goveniment ban, The speech cl-d that the ban came as a result of pressure 
h m  Peking on Ottawa for baving failed to provide adequate protection to a visiting dignitary, despite the 



Canadian investigators were unable to secure the testimony of any witnesses to c o n h  

the W s  role in the conspiracy. The nameless Speciai ûperator #220, who investigated 

the case for the Department of Immigration, claimed to have a witness named Pwn Loi 

who 'baccidentally" found himseif at the meeting when the plot to mtuder Tang was 

conceiveci. Poon Loi was unwilling to testiQ, and the Special Operator lamented that he 

did not have access to adequate fûnds to procure some opium and get Pwn "on bis pipe" 

in order to "loosen his t ~ n ~ u e . " ~ ~  The Special Operator fiankly conf i id  to his 

superiorr that investigations had not uncovered substantial e~idence:~~* 

If al1 these organizations are strictly suppressed, and the NPR Co. [sic] 
ordered dissolved, and the machinery seized, and if the mail is denied to the 
affiliated newspapers printed across the border, then they w i H  start going 
for each other and blaming each other, and we would stand a very much 
better chance of getting first class evidence and getting to the bottom of 
the plot. 

Much in the same way as Reid, the Special ûperator was unable to accept a lack of 

evidence as absolution of the CNL fiom guilt or suspicion. 

Despite the lack of witnesses or other forms of 'fust class evidence' proving that 

the CNL sanctioned the assassination, Cahan reported to Prime Minister Borden that he 

was "convinced" that the murder was "canied out by a member of The Chinese 

Chinese govenunent's requests for "every protectiony' CO be extended to Taog. Lo c l d d  that the ban 
came because of the Chiiese govemmentys suspicion of the Cm's culpability, and nothmg in the extensive 
tekgram suggests that the act was sanctioned by the League as a whok (NAC, RG 7, G 21, Vol. 239, File 
348A: Letîer fiom CNL Havana to CNL New York, March 20,1919). 

" NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-2: Report of Special ûperator #220, encloseci in a lener h m  
Reid to Chambers, ûct 2,1918. 

fZ' ibid.. "NPR Co." is in ail likelihood meant to refer to the NRP (New Republic Pubiiiing) 
Company- 



Nationalist League ..., with the fui1 approvai of members of that ~ e a g u e . " ~  Cahan 

claimed that the New Republic "directly inciteci the murder" by publishing a number of 

inflammatory editorials on September 1 which "slyly" suggested that the Chinese 

Minister shouid (and wouid) be "punished" for bis traitorous support of Premier Duan 

Qirui. None of the editorials in the New Republic explicitly advocated the murder of 

Tang Hualong; the 'suspicious' editorials consisted of vague metaphors and innuendo. 

For exarnple, an article entitled "Tang Hua Lung Has Corne Again" condemned the 

Chinese Minister for his Msit to the United States and closed with the statement that the 

writer was going to "watch for iùrther developments." From this, Cahan conciuded that 

the article's author "knew of the intended attempt upon the life of the Chinese Mister." 

Another article entitled "Remarkable Wonders" questioned the purpose of Tang's visit to 

the United States and suggested that his efforts to secure a foreign loan for China would 

fail. Cahan reported that the author of this article irnplied '?O the Chinese reader that the 

Chinese Minister should be dealt with so that ihe money, if any, borrowed in the United 

States should never reach his hands." Perbaps the most unusual article was entitled "A 

Letter From the Target Man to the Bullet, Thanking It" which, in Cahan's estimation, 

proved beyond a doubt that al1 Chinese d e r s  of the article would understand ''that a lifk 

was to be taken by a buIlet." 

The articles h m  the New Republic were dtïcient to convince Chan of the 

CNL's cuipability in the crime. Cahan informai the Prime Minister that it was "in this 

facetious manner that assassination is anticipateci by the Chinese" and that these 

"t BP #136355-59: Report on the Assassination of Tang Hualong by C.H. Cahan, encloseci m a 
letter nom Cahan to Borden, Oct. 22, 1918. AU of the followïng quotations are fiom Cahan's report to 
Borden; complete translations of the articles are available in Appendix 1. 



ditonais, while opaque to non-Chinese readers, wouId be perfectly clear to a Chinese 

audience:26 Victoria Coroner F. T. Stanier aiso adopted this perspective early in the 

investigation of the assassiaation. At the Corner's hquest into Tang's death, Stanier gave 

a copy of the New Republic to a Chinese juror and asked him if the articles could be 

characterizai as "incendiary" or "lücely to cause trouble, or to excite your people.3a7 

Speciai Operator #220 also employed this racially specific perspective in his 

investigations of the New Republic, which continueci to publish in the weeks following 

the ban of the CNL. The Operator presented Malcolm Reid with copies of the New 

Republic Erom October 2 with translations of articles that he feared might cause hrther 

trouble?' Once article caused him particular con~ern:~' 

While this article in not directly inciting, it has that object in view, and to 
anyone who understands the psychology of the ignorant Chinese, 
its objects [sic] is to foster a spirit of being prepared to give up 
their life (that is to die) for the cause, such as in murdering anyone 
to take one's own life, or to die in the attempt. 

Resurrecting fears of the outbreak of widespread ethnic political violence that had tint 

surfaced &er the Victoria CCBA riots in 1916, the Special Operator advocated "cirastic 

action" to prevent further trouble and prognosticated that if such action was not levied 

against the CNL, "one day one of the more fanatical of their members will be murdering 

E6 BP #136358: Report on the Assassination of Tang Hualong by C.H. Cahan, enclosed in a lener 
h m  Cahan to Borden, Oct. 22,1918. 

" BCARS, GR 1327, File 1601918: Coroner's inquest Înto the Death of Tang Hualong, Sept. 4, 
1918: Testimony of Lee Mong Kow, p. 32. 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, Fiîe 246-2: Report of Special Operator #220, enclosed in a letter h m  
Reid to Chambers, Oct. 3, 1918. For a ûanslation of the New RepubIic article cited in the report, see 
Appendix II. 

~9 NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 2462: Report of Special Opcrator #220, enclosed in a letter fitom 
Reid to Chambers, Oct. 3,1918. 



some of the local Chinese c i t i~ens ."~~ These sentiments echoed those of Malcolm Reid 

who comrnented in 1916 that strong measures were necessary when dealing with the 

Chinese who "take leniency for weakness and show great respect for arbitrary forces.""' 

The 'Red Scare ' and the Ban of the CNL 

The Canadian govemment required Little prompting h m  its investigators to take 

heavy-handed action against the CNL. On September 25, 1918, the govemment issued 

Order in Council PC 2384, Regulations Respecting Unlawful Associations, which gave 

the police sweeping powers to suppress thirteen outlawed organizations, including the 

CNL. The Order in Council made membership in any of the resûicted organizations 

retroactive to the beginning of the War a crime punishable by a fine of up to $5000 and a 

prison term of up to five years.D2 The powers given to the police to enforce the ûrder in 

Council were extraordinary, and included the right to raid, without a warrant, "any 

premises or place owned or suspected to be owaed or occupied by an unlawfùl 

a~sociation."~~' Police used ihese powers to launch a national raid on the CM, which 

continued to operate clandestinely in defiance of the ban, in December 1918.~' CNL 

buildings in Vancouver, Victoria and Toronto were raided and photographs, 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol, 86, File 246-2: Reports of Special ûperator #220, enclosed in letters fiom 
Reid to Chambers, ûct. 2 and 3,1918. 

NAC, RG 6, E, Vol. 86, File 246-1: Reid to Shetwooù, Feb- 6,1916. 
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correspondence and other documents wece seized and sent to Ottawa for translation."' 

Chinese consulat officiais assisted police in their crackdown by sending operatives to 

infiltrate CM. meetings, a collaboration that helped Canadian authorities enforce the 

provisions of PC 2384T6 

The suppression of the Chinese Nationaiist League was ordered by the Canadian 

govenunent at a rime when its concern over the subversive potential of the country's 

immigrant populations was at a peak. The severity of PC 2384 reflected this concem, and 

was issued in an attempt to crush the 'alien Bolshevik conspiracy' believed to be in 

motion to incite revolution in c ana da.^' While the CNL was not suspected of 

involvement in the Bolshevik movement, the assassination of Tang Huaiong coincided 

with Cahan's investigations into the threat of alien labour groups and Boishevism in 

Canada. The subsequent Order in Council set the machinery of ethnic political 

suppression in motion, and the Canadian government used it accordingly against the 

CNL. 

The Canadian goverment's fear of the Bolshevik threat in the latter stages of the 

Great War was the result of a marked increase in radicalism among alien labour groups in 

1917.~' The year saw a massive increase in strike activity in Canada, with a total of one 

million work days lost by the end of the year to strikes, more than the three previous years 

NAC, RG 7, G 21, Vol. î39, File 348A: CNL Havana to CNL New York, Match 20, 1919, 
enclosed in a letter h m  Su Cecil Sprùig-Rice, British Ambasador in Washington, to the Govemor 
Generai of Canada, Apd 15,1919. 

'j' Avery, 'Dangerous Foreimers', 75 



of the War combindu9 Immigrant labour orgaairgaaizations were at the forefront of tbis 

inmaseci militaacy; the Ukrainian Social Dem~cratic Party, for example, organized a 

major stRke of construction workers in Winnipeg in 1917, and cailed for the formation of 

"soviets" and " soldiers and workers councils" in Canada in early 19 18? 

Mer the ratification of the T ~ a t y  of Brest-Litovsk between Germany and Russia 

in May 19 18, the Prime Minster believed that Bolshevism wodd "shortly undertake a 

major North American Labour militancy continuecl to escalate in the early 

surnmer of 1918, and the Prime Minister reacted by hiring C.B. Cahan in lune to launch 

an extensive investigation into the threat posed by Bolshevism and Canada's alien 

populations~42 Cahan issued his findings to the Bordai administration in September 

1918, which identified Canada's Unmigrant population as the source of the Bolshevik 

Uueat to the country?43 

To counter the threat, Cahan recommended the outright suppression of a number 

of political parties, that the "right of search" for police and government investigators be 

widely extended, and that the Canadian government adopt a more "stringent ...security 

policy" to effectively counter the Bolshevik threat.2J4 Borden concurred that Cahan's 

hdings merited "imrnediate and Mgorous action," and Caban's tecornmendations 

J9 McComiack, Refonners. Rebeh and R e v o l u t i ~ n ~ e s ,  123. 

'a Avery, 'Danemus Foreigners', 72; McComiack, Refonmrs, Rebels and Revolutionaries, t42. 
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became the basis of Order in Council PC 2384, as well as PC 2381, which suppressed a 

number of publications in "enemy ~ a n ~ u a ~ e s . " * ~ ~  In addition, the Public Safety Branch 

of the Department of Justice was established on October 2, 1918 (with Cahan named as 

Director of Public Safetyl %or the preservation of public order and safety during the 

continuance of the ~ a . . . " ~ ' ~  

The primary goal of the Public Safety Branch was the effective enforcement of the 

recently passed Orciers in Council, and Cahan's focus remained the threat of Bolshevism 

and immigrant labour organizations, but he paid some attention to the CNL, and 

attempted to use the assassination of Tang Hualong to justifY the need to expand the 

Public Safety Branch and hire more investigato~s."~ in an extensive report to Prime 

Minister Borden in which he outlined the reasons for the condemnation of the CNL, 

Cahan concluded with a set of recommendations he deemed necessary to enforce the ban 

of the organization, including the fo~lowin~?~ 

Tbat the Chief Commissioner of Police be authorized to make special 
expenditures to such extent as the Director of Public Safety may deem 
reasonably necessary, for the purpose of fiilly investigaihg the activities 
of the Chinese Nationalist League and its subsidiary Societies and 
adherents in Victoria, Vancouver and elsewhere throughout Canada. 

BP #56683: Borden to Cahan, Sept 14, 1918. PC 238 1 banned any publication printed in the 
following languages: Gcrnian, Ausuian, Hungarian, Bulgariao, Turkish, Ro~matll~an, Russian, ükrainian, 
Finnish, Esthonian, S m  Croatian, Ruthenian and Livonian, The Order in Council made no mention of 
Chinese laquage publications and hence bad no impact on the New Republic. See Swyripa and Thompson, 
Lovalties in Codict, 1W. 

Keaiey, "ïhe Surveillance State," 188. 
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'* BP #13636061: Cahan's Report on the Chinese Nationalist League, inctuded in a letter h m  
Cahan to Borden, ûct, 22,1918. 



Caban aiso recommended initiating proc~dings to confiscate the property and assets "of 

the Chinese Nationalist League wherever found in Canada, and for the prosecution of its 

active rnembem." The latter part of this recommendation was redized duhg the police 

raids in December 1918, though the government focused on prominent CNL leaders 

rather thau rank and fiIe members, and the police raids only resulted in the arrest and 

prosecution of 42 

Thus, while the Cm had little in comrnon with Ukrainian and Russian socialist 

parties, its proscription must be considered within the context of the Borden 

administration's efforts to suppress alien labour radicaiism in the late stages of the Great 

War. The inquiry into the assassination of Tang Hualong o c c d  at a tirne when the 

govemment was dedicated to countering the threat posed by subversive immigrant 

popuIations, which in tuxn facilitated its severe actions against the CNL. 

Suspicion of German Compliciy and the Bari of the CNL 

A third factor that must be considered in an analysis of the ban of the Chinese 

Nationalist League was the Canadian goverment's persistent suspicion that the 

organization was linked to Gmany. This suspicion had been present right from the 

outset of Malcolm Reid's investigations into the Cm, but events in China and Canada in 

19 1 7 heightened this suspicion and gave it a renewed potency. 

The suspicion of British and Canadian authorities in 1916 that the CNL was 

receiving German thaucial assistance was premature. From 1914 to 1916, Sun Yat-sen's 

most important international patron was Japan, as Japanese leaders, especiaiiy Chief of 

'49 Con et. ai, Fmm China to Canada, 110. 



Staff Tanaka Giichi, hoped to destabilize Yuan Shikai's regime by supporthg Sun's 

revolutionary m o ~ e m e n t . ~  Sun could not de1iver a retum on Japan's investment, 

however, and the Japanese opted CO support a receptive Duan Qirui after Yuan Shikai's 

death in June 1916. Forced to seek a new international patron, Sun was pleased CO 

receive an offer h m  German diplomats in Shanghai in March 1917 of two million 

dollars to help finance the establishment of his 'military government' in Canton, fiom 

which he would overthrow Duan Q i i s  regime and stave off a Chinese declaration of 

War against ~ennan~.~ '  

Sun was unable to accomplish this goal, as China declared war against Gennany 

one month after Sun established his 'mititary government' in Canton. He did, however, 

launch an extensive propaganda campaign denouncing China's entry into the War. Sun 

criticized Britain and the Entente Powers for ''wield[ing] might and disregard[ing] 

international law" in their dealings with China prior to the He also attacked 

Britain's predatory imperial policies in India, and opposed a Sino-British alliance, which 

he claimed would result in the "complete extinction of the influence of the yellow race 

and the permanent subjugation of Asia by the ~uropeans."~~~ He alao m t e  a letter to 

Albert A. Altman and Harold 2. Sc- "Sun Yat-sen and the Japanese, 1914-16," kfodern 
Asian Srudies 6:4 (1972), 399 

"' Josef Fass, "Sun Yat-sen and the Wodd War ûne," Archiv Onentahi 35 (1967), p. 1 15. 

*' Sun Yat-sen, "The Question of China's Survival," 136. In contrast, Sun argued that Gennany 
was the "lem ambitious of the foreign powen in China," and cited the statistic that the Entente Powers 
controlled seventy-five rimes more territory ia Chiiia than the Centrai Po- (Ibill.. 138). 
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British Prime Minister David Lloyd George prior to China's declaration of War imploring 

him to cease his attempts to lure China into the War against ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ ~  

This anti-British rhetoric, coupled with Sun's open opposition to China's 

participation in the War, appeared to validate the British and Canadian suspicion 

regardhg the prdjaman sympathies of Sun and ihe CNL?" This suspicion was 

heightened by the CNL's refusal to take part in demonstrations and rallies in Vancouver 

organized by the Vancouver consul to show Chinesa sulidarity with Canada and support 

€or the War efforteX6 Chinese consular officiais capitatized on this lack of enthusiasm, 

who made a renewed effort to convince the Canadian goverment of the subversive 

nature of the CNL. The focus of the renewed campaign was China's status as a wartime 

ally with Canada, and the correspondhg opposition to the War that Sun Yat-sen and the 

CNL demonstrated. On August 26, 1918, Yang Shuwen, Chinese consul-general in 

Ottawa, appealed directly to Prime Minister Bonien in an effort to persuade him to 

immediately suppress the CNL because its operations hampereâ "the activities of the 

" Fass, "Sun Yat-sen and the World War One," 1 13. 

'55 The extent to which Sun Yat-sen was a c W y  sympathetic to Germany is highly questionable. 
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campaign against Peking's decIaration of War was motivated largely by a fear that the Northem 
Governrnent wouId use war loans to iïnance a mnpaign against his Canton govennnent, rather than by 
common iaterest with Germany, and m tàct Sun's Canton parliament declareci war against Germany on 
September 13,1917. 



Cbew government ...as an a ~ l ~ . " ~ '  Yang noted that the CNL opposai the War effort 

and shipped weapons to China to ami revolutionaries. 

For the purposes of the Consular officials, the timing of Yang's request could not 

have been better, as the appeal was made only five days before the assassination of Tang 

Hualong in Victoria. Investigators linked the motive of the murder to the CNL's 

opposition to the War, as a number of New Republic editonals condemned Tang for 

visiting Che United States to secure War Loans for ~ e k i n ~ . ~ ~  The appeal cleariy had 

some impact on the Prùne Minister, as Percy Sherwood cited the correspondence between 

Yang and Borden as ore of the factors that compelled the Canadian government act 

against the Cm, "hose avowed purpose is to overîhrow the Government because of the 

fact that it had caused China to throw in her lot with the ~ l l i e s . " ~ ~  

Given the Canadian govemment's long record of inactivity on the issue, it is 

unlikeIy that the renewed appeals of the Chinese consul-general alone would have been 

sufficient to persuade the Canadian government to act against the Chinese Nationalist 

League. The credibility of the Chinese consular officials in Canada remained low 

throughout the War, and the accusations of pro-German sentiment in the CNL, though 

perhaps more crediile a h r  1917, were hardly new, and merely fed on a perception that 

Canadian surveillance officials already had regarding the organization. Coupled with the 

fear of subversive ethnic populations in September 1918, the accusations of the Chinese 

zn BP #1363434 Yang Shuwen to Borden, Aug. 26,1918. 

2% BP #136358: Report of CH. Cahan on the Chinese Nationalkt League, inciuded in a k m  fiom 
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consul-general gainai a new potency, and a p p e d  validateci by the assassination of Tang 

Hualong. The evidence, though sparse, was considered sufficient to condemn the 

organization (after it had been interpreted in a racially specific manner), and the weight of 

ethnic and political suppression, though designed to counter a perceived threat that had 

M e  to do with the CNL, was wielded against the Chinese Nationalist League. The role 

of the Chinese consul-general, though perhaps secondary to the other forces that worked 

to persuade the Borden Administration of the k a t  posed by the CNL, was important 

enough to merit mention by the Canadian government in its decision, and with the 

issuance of PC 2384, the Peking government had won an important victory in its efforts 

to suppress the threat of overseas Chinese revolutionaries. 



- 5  

Conclusion 

The ban of the C b e s e  Nationalist League in Swember 1918 represented the 

culmination of a long process by which the Canadian government came to view the 

country's Chinese population as a potentially daagerous and subversive threat during the 

Great War. Evidence of the extent to which this pcocess evolved ciui be seen in a pair of 

letters to Prime Minister Robert Borden fiom Chinese consul-general Yang Shuwen, the 

fust in Ianuary 1914 and the second in August 1918.M Both letters made sirnilar appeals 

to the Prime Minister and attempted to persuade the Canadian govemment to suppress the 

activities of Chinese revolutionaries in Canada. Borden repiied to the first with polite 

acknowIedgement but an unwillingness to comply with the request; his response to the 

second was the suppression of the Chinese Nationalist League. 

The above examptes are somewhat crude in that the Canadian government's 

decision to suppress the CNL in 1918 was not motivateci solely by the wishes of Peking. 

However, the vast difference in the reaction of the Canadian govemment to the alleged 

k a t  of Chinese revolutionaries in Canada in 1914 and 1918 effectively demonstrates 

the drastic extent to which the government's perception of this h a t  changed over the 

course of the Great War. The surveillance of the Cbese Nationalist League from 19 16 

to 191 8 noun'shed suspicion of the organization on îhe basis that it was pro-ûennan, that 

it represented a threat to hperiai security, that its activities represented a threat to public 

'KI BP #10026û: Yang Shuwen to Borden, lanuary 19,1914; BP #136343-44: Yang Shuwen to 
Borden, August 26,19 18. 



order, and that the organization's opposition to the War effort made it a tbreat to national 

security. The fact that the surveiIlance had uncovered little evidence to support these 

suspicions was inelevant, as it mecely indicated that the 'wily Chinese' had found a way 

to avoid detection. The consequences of this attitude became clear during the 

investigations into the organization's guilt in comection with the assassination of Tang 

Hualong, as the CNL was judged by a racially specific set of criteria that absolved 

investigators h m  the necessity of securing inefutable evidence against it. 

The extent of the surveillance of the Chinese in Canada during the Great War 

demonstrates the govemment's conviction tbat their potentiai threat was not confied to 

the Chinese Nationalist League. The surveillance of the Peking consular officiais was 

initiated for very specific reasons of British Imperia1 secusity, but the extension of the 

surveillance over the domestic mail and telegraphic correspondence of al1 Chinese in the 

auturnn of 1917, regardless of political affiliation, cevealed a petvasive distrust of the 

country's Chinese population as a whole. The measure was taken in response to 

Canada's involvement in the shiprnent of Cbinese labour to the Western Front because 

the Canadian govement feared that opposition to the Iabour shipments would result in 

sabotage. While earlier concerns about the subversive potential of the Chinese in Canada 

were focused on an extemal threat (Indian security), the threat posed by the Chinese was 

by 191 7 internai- 

In cornparison to the treatment of other ethnic populations perceiveci to represent 

an intemal security threat to Canada, the surveillance of the Chinese and the suppression 

of the Chinese Nationalist League hardly stand out as acts of draconian severity. 

Thousands of German and ükrainian immigrants wece interned in the early months of the 



War, and while the CNL was banned, the Canadian governent did not punish CNL 

members to the fidl extent ailowed under PC 2384. None of the forty-two individuais 

anested in connection with the Chinese Nationalist League received a sentence more 

severe than one year of probation, and the ban of the organization was repeaied after eight 

months."' The significance oftbe suiveillance, and resulting ban of the CNL, rests not 

in the severity of the governrnent's treatment of the Chinese in Canada, but rather in the 

fact that it represents a unique and important case study in a number of different contexts. 

In the context of British Imperia1 history, the surveillance of the Chinese 

Nationalist League and the Peking consular officials demonstrates the extent to which 

Britain was concerned about the threat of Sino-German complicity to lmperial secucity in 

india. Britain's request that the surveillance of the consular officiais continue even after 

China sided with Britain and declared war on Germany, reflects a deep distrust of the 

Chinese govemment and persistent suspicion of Gennan influence in Peking. The 

surveillance of the CM,, and the participation of Robert Nathan in the investigations 

surroundhg the connection between the organization and Indian revolutionaries, 

demonstrates the gravity with which the British goverment took the threat to indian 

security posed by the CO-operation of Chinese and indian revolutionary groups. These 

issues of Imperia1 security were responsible for the initiation of the surveillance and 

played an important role in sustainhg the meillance throughout the Great War. 

In the context of the histoty of the Chinese in Canada, the surveillance of the 

Chinese represents an important chapter in the history of their political sûuggles. The 

efforts made by the Peking consular officials to have the CM, suppressed echoed similac 

"' Con et. al., Fmm Chias to Canada, 110. 



efforts made by Qing officials prior to the 1911 Revolution. The ban of the CNL 

represented a wilüngness by the Canadian government to intemene in overseas Chinese 

politics, an intervention that it had hitherto shown no interest in making. Thou* the 

motives of the Canadian govemment were not the same as those of the consular officials 

lobbying for the organization's suppression, the govemment's decision to include the 

CNL on the list of organizations outlawed under PC 2384 nonetheless served Peking's 

interests, and secured an important victory for Peking in its drive to eliminate the threat 

posed by Sun Yat-sen's revolutionary activities. 

Similarly, the surveillance of the Chinese in Canada also reptesents a unique and 

important episode in the history of discrimination against the Chinese at the hands of the 

White Canadian majority. Governmental discrimination that targeted the Chinese before 

and after the Great War typically came as a result of widespread White agitation against 

the perceived economic and demographic threat posed by Chinese immigration. These 

issues were not a factor during the Great War, as public agitation against the Chinese was 

vimally non-existent between 1914 and 191 8, and Chinese immigration came to a virtual 

halt. These threats were replaceci by a perceived threat to national security and public 

order, and suspicion of the subversive potential of the Chinese, informed and sustained by 

a pervasive set of racist stereotypes ~ga rd i ig  the Chinese, resdted in the surveillance of 

the entire Chinese population of Canada and in the ban of the CNL, impacting an 

estimateci national membership of 8000. The Chinese were not entirely unique in this 

regard, and acts of discrimination initiated against them must be considered in the context 

of the government's concem over immigrant populations in gewral. However, the 



surveillance and ban of the CNL demonstrate that discrimination against the Chinese did 

not disappear during the Great War. A comprehensive analysis of anti-Chinese 

discrimination in the pre-exclusion period, one that fuliy incorporates the years of the 

Great War, must go beyond public agitation and racism as the sole catalysts for 

discrimination. While these issues were important, they must not be privileged at the 

expense of other issues such as overseas Chinese politics, British Imperia1 security and 

wartime ethnic suppression, issues which were of profound irnporlance during the Great 

War. 

In response to the ban of the Cbinese Nationaikt League, a Chinese student wrote 

a letter to the editor of the Vancouver newspaper The Cri'tic in defence of the 

~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n . ~ ~ ~  The student defended the Ioyalty of the CNL to the Canadian War effort, 

and claimed that the Canadian authorities had reacted too harshly in their condemnation 

of the CNL. He commentai that, even if a crime had bew comrnitted by a member of the 

organization, it was unreasonabte to hold al1 members responsible, and suggested that a 

crime committed by a member of the Canadian Liberal or Conservative Party would 

certainly not result in the comprehensive ban of eitiier political Party. Though impressed 

by the eloquence with which the student expressed bis argument, Canadian officiais 

remained unmoved. The analogy drawn by the student may have been valid, but his 

analysis lacked one salient point: the Chinese Nationalist League was not judged by the 

same set of criteria that would have been extended to an Anglo-Canadian political party 

under simiiar circumstances. In 1918, the evolutian of the Canadian goveniment's 

=RG 6, E, Vol. 527, File HA-3: Leîter to the Louis Taylor, Editor of The Crirc, hcluded in a 
letter h m  Chambers to Taylor, Nov. 4,1918. 



perception of the threat posed by the Chinese Nationalkt League- aud the subversive 

potential of the Chinese in Canada in general, was complete. Mer four years of 

suspicion and surveillance, in an atmosphere of heightened concern over the dangerous 

nature of the country's immigrant populations in general, the Canadian govemrnent took 

swüt and decisive action. 



Translation of Articles h m  the Seotember 1. 1918 Edition of the New ~ e m b l i $ ~ ~  

Article I : "Tang Hui Luag (Tang Hualong) has Corne Again." 

Last Month Tang Hui Lung (Tang Hualong) arrived at Victoria, immediately 
going to the States. Outsiders are mot aware of the object of his going there. C h  the 29'h 
he arrived in Victoria h m  the States. We learned that he was going to take the boat for 
Cbina Some people had the opinion that his visit to the States was caused by reason, 
while we do not know why he was in the States. We believe his visit to the States, where 
he found W o m  and liberty and the officials abiding the laws, also where the buildings 
and streets were clan and in good order - h m  the impression gained by his visit, he lefi 
the States with the feeling that he wodd not help or encourage the "rebels" or bring any 
assistance, or bring disaster to the country. Whether this is true or not we have wiped out 
eyes and watch for fiirther developments." 

Article 2: TitIe of Article ~nkn0wn.f~~ 

Tuan Chi Sui (Duan Qinii) has brought disaster to the State. Al1 our compatriots 
should chastise him. if the= is any who knows that Tuan Chi Sui @uan Qirui) is doing 
h m  to the country and does not give voice to punish or chastise him, he is committing a 
crime. 

He who does not punish Tuan Chi Sui (Duan Qirui), and he also who comes to 
Amenca to bomw money h m  him, his crime is the same. 

Then who is tbis man coming to Amenca to borrow money? E would like to see 
this individual (Tang Hui Lung [Tang Hualong]), and am going to ask him the reason 
why he is sa cruel as to help the robber and to h m  the country. 

Article 3: "A Letter From the Target Man to the Bullet, Thanking It." 

My Dear Bullet: 

Being unfortuaately boni into this world, full of trouble, 1 just regard my existence 
as a convenience for any one to waIk over me, d l  the t h e  I desire to be a dog of peaceful 

Translations taken fiom BP #136356-358: Report on the Assassination of Tang Hualong by 
C.H. Cahan, encloseci in a l e m  h m  C h  to Borden, Om 2î ,  1918. 1 have copied aii Cbincse names as 
they appear m Caban's report, but have ïnctuded Pinyin ronranilstion of the oamcs m parenthesis beside 
them. 

Cahan Uieluded ihest passages as "reièrences to the Premier ofChina.-.and to the late Cbinese 
Mmister" on page six of the editioa 



times, to Live is full of trouble and to die is not very easy. You (the bullet) being so kind, 
have Found a place for me in death, to send me to everlasting happy wvorld. Your work 
has done lots of good for the people who are pessimistic and wbo are mrry for the 
condition of their country. One shot fiom you and al1 the trouble and somw has been 
buried in this eartb. This is the service of yours so the people of modem times do not cal1 
you as a bullet, they cal1 you, a dose fiom you, a Soup of Lotus, or a health giving pill. 
(Why do they cal1 you this?) Because you are just as sweet as honey, and b ~ g  health for 
us, now we are enjoying ourselves in Heaven, we dare not forget the good work you have 
done for us, because you have recommended us to Heaven and this is our few words to 
show our appreciation. When 1 write this 1 feel thankful to you." 

Article 4: "Remarkable Wenders." 

People's opinion is that Tang Hui Lung (Tang Hualong) came to the States with the 
intention of negotiating a foreign loan for Tuan Chi Sui (Duan Qinii), Premier of 
Chinese govenunent. 

Whether or not this is true or not we cannot Say, but when we observe the action or 
movement of Tang Hui Lung (Tang Hualong) we cannot help but have suspicion of 
him. 

If Tang's coming is actually with the intention of negotiating the loan for Tuan Chi 
Sui (Duan Qirui), then what is this loan used for? 1s this for war expenditure against 
Germany? We ihink it is only for harrning oui. South. (South China). 

Tuan Chi Sui (Duan Qirui) is a big robbet in our country; any person in the country 
who does not desire to chastise km, is a criminal; and what do we think of these 
people that help him to negotiate a loan? If Tang Hui Lung's (Tang Hualong's) 
coming was not to negotiate a loan, then he would be al1 right. if he did corne over 
for a loan, then his crime is 100 times worse than Tuan Chi Sui (Duan Qhi) ,  and 
then Tang was also a robber. 

In case Tang Hui Lung's (Tang Hualong's) coming is actually for the purpose of 
helping the robber, can the de* money borrowed reach bis band? We are not 
certain of it. 

Because many Chinamen who reside in the Continent of America are patriots. If any 
man tried to negotiate a loan for the robber gang to rebel against the State, few 
Chinese people wiU not oppose him; and fiirthermore as the U.S.A. is a republic or a 
democratic country, and as the Amerïcans know very weli every movement done by 
the robber Tuan Chi Sui (Duan Qii, and as being against the Repubiic of China, 
then how can they consent to lend money to give assistance to the robber? 



Oh, Tang Hui Lung (Tang Hualong) cannot be only unable to have his desire 
fûifilled, but he will get a bad name for helping the robber, or the name of criminal will 
be attached to him. 



Translation of an Article h m  the October 2,191 8 Edition of the New Re~ublic 

Article 1: "Ah Ha, the Monarchist are up to their De* [sic] Again." 

You Monarchist Party seems to be having a good time, and to be very pleased. 
You think that you have got rid of the thon [sic] which has been at the soles of your feet, 
taken out the stye [sic] which has been covering up your eye. You think you chance has 
come to cable Peking to get rid of the Parliment [sic] again, to foster confucianism, to 
start a Monarchy, but don't be so sure, you who bave usurped the "Chinese Benevolent 
Association" by claiming it to be private property. The order Erom the Authorities has not 
arrived, WHETHER IT WIU COME OR NOT NO ONE KNOWS, AND IF iT DOES 
COME ïï IS ONLY A MATTER OF A NAME. ïï WIU NOT KIU THE SPIRIT 
NOR STOP THE WORK, ON THE CONTRARY THE DETERMINATION WILL BE 
STRONGER, AND THE SPIRlT CAN NOT BE KILLED. You Monarchists may have 
to cry, you certainly will not d o m  us. Hithecto we have always been within the law, 
walked in civilised steps, have been much respected by al1 white people. In a few days 
you Monarchist will see; we have not broken any laws, and you need no [sic] think that 
you are going to succeed in getting us to submit. You Monarchist machinations will be 
fiustrated. 
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